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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY
RESEARCH QUESTION
The market for foreign exchange risk protection is one of the largest markets available today.
Firms that are active in international product and factor markets use the forward market to hedge
their risk exposure, thereby transferring the foreign exchange risk to banks that are central dealers
in this market. The crucial question that arises in this context is whether the migration of foreign
exchange risk may have a profound effect on the economy through its impact on the banking system.

CONTRIBUTION
The key transmission mechanism, which we formalize in a stylized model in this paper, operates
through equity losses at banks with imperfect intermediation of the migrated exchange rate risk; in
turn, this may lead to a reduction in their credit supply when capital constraints bind, thereby hampering firms’ ability to borrow and invest and triggering a reduction in economic activity. We assemble a unique combination of supervisory microdata sources at the firm-bank level from Germany and test this channel empirically in the context of the Brexit referendum in 2016.

RESULTS
Before the referendum, firms substantially increased their use of derivatives in response to the
heightened uncertainty; banks, in providing these contracts, did not fully intermediate the risk and
retained a large share of it on their own books. The depreciation of the British pound in response to
the referendum’s outcome posed a shock to the capital of ex-ante exposed banks. Banks, especially
weakly capitalized ones, absorb these losses by cutting back credit to all firms, including to those
unlikely to have had any exchange rate exposure to begin with. Firms that had ex-ante borrowing
relationships with banks facing losses experienced a larger reduction in credit and a greater decline
in investment compared with their industry peers, thereby contributing to the aggregate investment
contraction. Consistent with credit market frictions being rooted in asymmetric information problems we also find these effects to be more pronounced for small firms.

NICHTTECHNISCHE ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
FORSCHUNGSFRAGE
Der Markt für die Absicherung von Wechselkursrisiken ist einer der größten Märkte. Unternehmen, die auf internationalen Produkt- und Faktormärkten tätig sind, nutzen diesen Markt, um ihre
Wechselkursrisiken zu reduzieren, und übertragen so dieses Risiko auf Banken, die zentrale Händler auf diesem Markt sind. Eine entscheidende Frage, die sich in diesem Zusammenhang stellt, ist,
ob diese Migration des Wechselkursrisikos tiefgreifende Folgen für die Wirtschaft haben kann.

BEITRAG
Der Übertragungsmechanismus, den wir in diesem Papier in einem stilisierten Modell formalisieren, funktioniert über Eigenkapitalverluste bei denjenigen Banken, die das übertragene Wechselkursrisiko nicht vollständig absichern. Dies kann wiederum zu einer Verringerung des Kreditangebots führen, wenn Kapitalbeschränkungen bestehen, wodurch die Fähigkeit der Unternehmen,
Kredite aufzunehmen und zu investieren, beeinträchtigt wird und eine Verringerung der Wirtschaftstätigkeit ausgelöst wird. Wir stellen eine einzigartige Kombination von aufsichtsrechtlichen
Mikrodatenquellen auf Firmen-Bank-Ebene aus Deutschland zusammen und testen diesen Kanal
empirisch im Rahmen des Brexit-Referendums 2016.

ERGEBNISSE
Vor dem Referendum finden wir, dass die Unternehmen den Einsatz von Wechselkursderivaten
als Reaktion auf die erhöhte Unsicherheit erheblich verstärkt haben. Bei der Bereitstellung dieser
Verträge haben die Banken das Risiko nicht vollständig weitergeleitet und einen Teil davon in ihren
eigenen Büchern behalten. Die Abwertung des Britischen Pfunds als Reaktion auf das Ergebnis des
Referendums war ein Schock für das Kapital der exponierten Banken. Banken, insbesondere
schwach kapitalisierte, absorbieren diese Verluste, indem sie Kredite an alle Unternehmen kürzen,
auch an diejenigen, bei denen kein Wechselkursrisiko bestand. Unternehmen, die Kreditbeziehungen zu Banken hatten, die mit Verlusten konfrontiert waren, verzeichneten im Vergleich zu ihren
Branchenkollegen einen stärkeren Kreditabbau und einen stärkeren Rückgang der Investitionen,
was zu einem Rückgang der Gesamtinvestitionen beitrug. Im Einklang mit der Überlegung, dass
Kreditmarktfriktionen auf asymmetrischen Informationsprobleme beruhen, finden wir, dass diese
Effekte bei kleinen Unternehmen stärker ausgeprägt sind.
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Abstract
When firms trade forward contracts with banks to protect foreign currency cash flows
against exchange rate movements, foreign exchange risk migrates to the banking sector. We
show how this migrated risk may induce systemic repercussions with severe implications
for the real economy. For identification, we exploit the Brexit referendum in June 2016 as
a quasi-natural experiment in combination with detailed microdata on forward contracts
and the credit register in Germany. Before the referendum, firms substantially increased
their use of derivatives in response to the heightened uncertainty; banks, in providing these
contracts, did not fully intermediate the risk and retained a large share of it on their own
books. The depreciation of the British pound in response to the referendum’s outcome posed
a shock to the capital of ex-ante exposed banks. Banks, especially weakly capitalized ones,
absorbed these losses by cutting back credit to all firms, including those unlikely to have had
any exchange rate exposure to begin with. Firms that had ex-ante borrowing relationships
with banks facing losses experienced a larger reduction in credit and a greater decline
in investment compared with their industry peers, thereby contributing to the aggregate
investment contraction. We also find these effects to be more pronounced for small firms,
which is consistent with credit market frictions being rooted in asymmetric information
problems.
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Introduction

With an annual turnover of more than $250 trillion, the market for foreign exchange risk
protection has become one of the most important markets available today (Figure 1). The
rapid growth of the forward market during the past decades is intrinsically related to the wellestablished deepening of economic globalization through international trade (e.g., Krugman
1995; Bordo et al. 2003).1 In particular, firms that are active in international product and factor
markets face cross-currency cash flows and reduce the associated exchange rate risk using
forward contracts (e.g., Ethier 1973), thereby transferring the risk to their forward counterparties.
However, while hedging the foreign exchange exposure may be prudent from an individual
firm’s risk management perspective, we argue that this migration of risk may have important
macroeconomic implications.
More specifically, because banks are central dealers in derivatives markets (e.g., Duffie
2010), the migration of foreign exchange risk may have an especially profound effect on the
economy through its impact on the banking system. In particular, if the migrated risk remains in
the banking sector and is not fully intermediated to other parties, such as firms, an exchange
rate shock may induce systemic repercussions with severe implications for the real economy. A
key transmission mechanism, which we formalize in a stylized model in this paper, may operate
through equity losses at banks with imperfect intermediation of the migrated exchange rate risk;
in turn, this may lead to a reduction in their credit supply as capital constraints bind, thereby
hampering firms’ ability to borrow and invest and triggering a reduction in economic activity.
To test this channel empirically, we exploit the period leading up to and immediately
following the United Kingdom’s referendum to leave the European Union (Brexit referendum
hereafter) in 2016. This period serves our purpose for two main reasons. First, the period
between the announcement of the referendum on February 22, 2016, and the actual referendum
on June 23, 2016, is characterized by increasing uncertainty, creating heightened awareness
of foreign exchange risk. This period is excellent for identification, as it allows us to study
how exposed firms respond to this elevated risk in British pound (GBP) exchange rate markets
1 Several

papers highlight the increasing role of international trade and the expanding globalization of value
chains for the growth of firms’ businesses and profits. (e.g., Yi 2003; Broda and Weinstein 2006; Antras et al. 2017).
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Figure 1: Growth of Foreign Exchange Forward Market and International Trade
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Notes: The figure shows the annualized value of foreign exchange forward turnover and the annual value of total
trade flows. Source: Foreign exchange forward data are from the Bank for International Settlement’s Triennial
Central Bank Survey of Foreign Exchange and Over-the-counter (OTC) Derivatives Markets. The annual trade data
are retrieved from the International Monetary Fund and are based on freight-on-board (FOB) export values.

and how banks position themselves vis-à-vis potential demand shifts from the nonfinancial
sector. Second, the outcome of the referendum caused the pound to depreciate 12 percent against
the euro and similarly against all other major currencies. The period following the exchange
rate shock hence allows us to study how unbalanced foreign exchange exposure before such a
shock may unravel and affect individual counterparties, broader financial markets, and the real
economy after the exchange rate risk materializes.
For the second key component of our empirical identification, we assemble a unique combination of supervisory microdata sources from Germany.2 More precisely, we obtain comprehensive
transaction-level data of all foreign exchange forward contracts with German banks, enabling us
to trace the foreign exchange risk migration before the referendum date at the bank-firm level,
including important cross-industry heterogeneity in hedging demand.3 Moreover, because we
2 Germany is a large exporting country and is the second-largest trade partner of the United Kingdom, with
exports to the United Kingdom worth 89 billion euros in 2015.
3 In GBP hedging markets, as with other currencies, forward contracts represent the bulk of foreign exchange
hedges, with options or others having only marginal relevance for nonfinancial firms’ exchange risk hedging. For
example, during our sample period, notional values of GBP forwards were about 25 times larger than the notional
values of GBP options.
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have detailed on-balance-sheet information about banks’ foreign-currency assets and liabilities,
we can measure actual changes in a bank’s overall exposure to the pound in response to the risk
migration, given that on-balance-sheet positions may adjust in response to changes in a bank’s
derivatives exposure. In addition, our analysis crucially relies on granular lending information
from the German credit register at the bank-firm level to estimate post-referendum adjustments
in credit supply.4 Finally, we use firms’ income statements and balance sheet data to examine
the impact on the real economy.
Our robust key results can be summarized as follows. For the period between the referendum’s announcement and its actual date, we find that (nonbank) firms increased their use of
forward derivatives (measured by gross notional value of GBP forward contracts) with German
banks by about 23 percent on average. Consistent with our model, the increase in hedging
coincided with elevated exchange rate uncertainty. Moreover, we find this increase in derivatives
contracts for firms that committed to buying pounds forward (long exposure) and those that
agreed to sell pounds forward (short exposure), leading to small net exposure in the aggregate.
However, this aggregate view masks important cross-industry heterogeneity in firms’ net short
exposures (that is, the difference between short and long positions) to the post-Brexit pound
value. For example, for the consumer discretionary sector we find a buildup of large net short
GBP exposures (46.5 percent of gross exposure), while the materials sector accumulated large
net long GBP positions (17.99 percent of gross exposure).5
We find that banks, as counterparties to firms, increased their supply of GBP forwards in
the period before the referendum date, but with sizable and growing heterogeneity in their net
derivatives position, suggesting that some banks did not fully intermediate the migrated risk. In
fact, about 20 percent of the banks had accumulated an exposure of at least 15 percent of their
equity value before the referendum date. We show that a bank’s net GBP derivatives exposure at
the referendum date is closely linked to skewed client demand stemming from (ex-ante) industry
concentration among its derivatives clients. For example, banks that supplied derivatives to
industries with an increased demand for net short positions in the run-up to the referendum
4 The derivatives and credit data include all contracts with German banks, irrespective of the nationality of the
counterparty, thus drawing a comprehensive picture of banks’ exposure.
5 While we do not observe actual foreign exchange exposure at the firm level, as part of our analysis, we show
that net GBP derivatives positions were driven by industry-specific net exports to the United Kingdom.
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tended to have a net long exposure just before the Brexit referendum and higher losses after
the referendum when the contracts matured.6 Importantly, the tight link between industry
concentration and net derivatives exposure holds after we control for banks’ on-balance-sheet
net GBP assets, which could potentially offset the risks from a nonzero derivatives exposure.
Consistent with our model’s prediction, we also show that price adjustments in the forward
market are a key mechanism in the risk allocation. In particular, banks, which face a skewed
industry demand that leads to net derivatives exposure, obtain a more favorable forward premium
on contracts that add to their net exposure. (At the same time, we find that banks reinsure about
87 percent of their skewed client demand in the interbank market, but they do so at increasing
costs, which reduces banks’ spreads.)
After the referendum, the pound’s value plummeted about 12 percent relative to the euro,
and banks with a (net) long GBP derivatives exposure incurred losses. Using marked-tomarket valuation of individual forward contracts, we show that for 10 percent of banks the
loss was larger than 10 percent of their equity value. These losses in turn affected credit
supply: Banks that experienced large losses from their GBP derivatives exposure (and thus
an adverse shock to their net worth) cut back credit to firms. We identify these supply effects
using a difference-in-differences regression approach in combination with instrumental variables
estimation. Specifically, we exploit within-borrower variation in credit growth after the Brexit
referendum, which we link to heterogeneous derivatives losses across banks.7 By comparing
different banks’ credit growth for the same borrower in the same quarter, we effectively control
for a potential reduction in a firm’s credit demand after the referendum (Khwaja and Mian 2008).
To identify exogenous variation in derivatives losses across banks, we instrument losses with
banks’ heterogeneous industry concentration in their derivatives books.8 Our baseline estimate
6 We

measure banks’ industry concentration based on all derivatives contracts before the announcement of the
referendum. Our results are insensitive to the precise choice of reference period, as banks’ industry concentration in
derivatives clients is stable over time. Moreover, a bank’s industry concentration in the derivatives book is closely
mirrored in its credit book, and a large share of a bank’s derivatives clients are also its borrowers.
7 We do not find a differential trend in pre-Brexit credit growth depending on banks’ post-Brexit derivatives
losses, supporting the validity of our identification approach.
8 More precisely, we interact bank-level industry shares before the announcement with industry-level net hedging
demand after the announcement, but before the Brexit referendum. Thus, our instrument is closely related to the
Bartik or shift-share instrument. While the Bartik instrument was originally applied in the context of labor markets,
recent work has used Bartik-type instruments to study the real effects of credit market shocks (e.g., Greenstone
et al. 2020).
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indicates an average elasticity of –0.73, suggesting that for a 1 percentage point derivatives
loss, a bank cuts back credit by 73 basis points, on average. Consistent with the notion of
capital constraints being binding, this effect is substantially stronger for banks with a lower
equity-to-assets ratio.
The post-Brexit credit-supply contraction induced by banks’ exchange rate losses has had
aggregate effects on firms’ funding conditions and real economic activity. In particular, our
firm-level analysis shows that firms with a strong dependence on banks that suffered derivatives
losses also experienced an overall cutback in credit after the referendum; that is, they were
not able to substitute the loss of funding by increasing borrowing from other banks, which is
consistent with previous evidence on the lack of substitutability of bank credit relationships,
which may be rooted in asymmetric information problems (e.g., Petersen and Rajan 1995;
Chodorow-Reich 2013). This overall credit contraction for affected firms is about 32 percent
stronger than the average credit contraction after the Brexit referendum and is also present for
nonfinancial firms. Moreover, we also show that firms without any derivatives usage—those that
likely did not have any exposure to foreign exchange risk—experienced a credit reduction from
banks facing derivatives losses. Finally, we trace the transmission to real activity by showing
that German nonfinancial firms with strong ex-ante credit relationships with banks facing losses
reduced investment about 2 percentage points more than firms without ties to those banks,
thereby strongly contributing to the overall decline in aggregate private investment in Germany
in the aftermath of the referendum. We also find that, consistent with credit market frictions
(e.g., Gertler and Gilchrist 1994), the adverse effects on credit and investment are concentrated
in small firms.
Related Literature.

Our paper contributes to several strands of the literature. First, it relates

to the broad literature that studies the effect of foreign exchange market dynamics on firms. One
set of studies focuses on the effects of changes in the foreign exchange rate on exporters and
importers (e.g., Desai et al. 2008; Berman et al. 2012; Amiti et al. 2014). Other papers in this
area highlight how, especially in emerging markets, firms that have unhedged foreign currency
debt find their net worth deteriorating after a large depreciation of domestic currency hampers
their ability to borrow and invest (e.g., Caballero and Krishnamurthy 2003; Aghion et al. 2004;
5

Hale and Arteta 2009). We contribute to this literature by identifying a distinct channel whereby
an exchange rate shock affects firms’ credit availability and production, even if those firms are
not exposed to foreign exchange risk through international product or factor markets.9
Second, we relate to the large body of research that studies how shocks to banks affect their
lending behavior and real activity (e.g., Bernanke and Gertler 1989; Holmstrom and Tirole 1997;
Gertler and Kiyotaki 2010; Brunnermeier and Sannikov 2014). In the context of international
shock transmission, the seminal work by Peek and Rosengren (1997, 2000) documents how a
domestic shock to the capital base affects international lending behavior of global banks (see
also, e.g., Schnabl 2012; Morais et al. 2019). We also document that, after a negative shock
to net worth (originating in a foreign country), banks cut back credit supply across their entire
credit book. Our finding that the shock has real implications is also related to several recent
papers that, using (matched firm-bank) microdata, show how shocks to banks transmit to the
real economy (e.g., Amiti and Weinstein 2011; Chodorow-Reich 2013; Paravisini et al. 2015).
Third, our paper contributes to an emerging literature that studies the interrelation between
foreign exchange markets and banking activity, in particular, credit provision. For example,
recent studies suggest that banks strongly influence foreign exchange rates. Gabaix and Maggiori
(2015) argue that financial intermediaries’ risk-taking capacity crucially affects foreign exchange
rates. In the forward market, empirical results suggest that banks’ leverage constraints or foreigncurrency mismatches affect exchange rates (e.g., Du et al. 2018; Abbassi and Bräuning 2020).
Conversely, foreign exchange rates also influence banks’ lending decisions. For example,
Ivashina et al. (2015) and Bräuning and Ivashina (2016) show that global banks reduce their
foreign-currency lending in response to higher forward premia. Similarly, Bruno and Shin (2014,
2015) show that cross-border credit adjusts when the dollar exchange rate moves. In all these
papers, bank leverage interacts with the exchange market. Our findings closely relate to these
studies, but we show a distinct connection between bank credit supply and the foreign exchange
markets operating through foreign exchange derivatives exposure.
Fourth, our paper fits into the literature that studies risk management practices by entities
9 In the context of the exchange rate pass-through to prices, a large literature highlights the importance of the
assumed invoicing currency of international trade (e.g., Gopinath et al. 2020, and the references therein). In our
analysis, we exploit shifts in firms’ hedging demand to cover exchange rate exposure, which in general depends on
the trading partners’ invoicing currency.
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(e.g., Froot et al. 1993; Froot and Stein 1998; Rampini and Viswanathan 2018; Rampini et al.
2020). In this regard, our paper especially relates to the growing literature that studies the
financial stability effects of banks’ risk exposures more generally and derivatives exposures
in particular (e.g., Brunnermeier et al. 2011; Begenau et al. 2015; Duffie 2010). Some of this
literature shows that moral hazard problems on the insurer side can emerge from risk migration
through derivatives contracts (e.g., Thompson 2010). In this paper, we identify an important
channel of risk migration and demonstrate its strong effect on the real economy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our theoretical
framework and empirical setup. In Section 3, we discuss the data. Section 4 presents our
empirical results. Section 5 concludes. The Appendix contains details of the theoretical
framework as well as additional figures and tables.

2

Theoretical Framework and Empirical Setup

To structure and guide our empirical analysis, we set up a stylized two-period model of foreign
exchange risk migration, building on the micro model of a firm’s hedging choice in Froot et al.
(1993), but introducing a capital-constrained bank that provides financial services to the firm. In
period 0, the firm enters a derivatives contract with the bank to hedge the value of its period-1
wealth, which is subject to foreign exchange risk (for example, due to foreign currency income
from exports or foreign sales). In period 1, the foreign exchange risk materializes and affects
the firm’s equity value. The firm produces output in period 1 using equity, subject to a concave
production technology. Because the firm is financially constrained, it must fund part of its
investment by borrowing from the bank in period 1. Due to the concavity in the firm’s profit
function, it wants to insulate its equity value from random fluctuation associated with exchange
rate risk. The key parameter of the model is the uncertainty about the period-1 exchange rate.
We present our full model and the equilibrium in the derivatives and credit markets in detail in
Appendix A to preserve space for our extensive empirical analysis. Here, we state the following
key testable predictions emerging from this stylized model that will guide our empirical analysis.
Hypothesis 1. As exchange rate uncertainty increases, firms’ hedging demand increases. De-
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pending on the exposure, firms will increase their demand for net short or net long positions.
Hypothesis 2. Banks provide the additional insurance to firms at an increasing cost (forward
premium increases) and absorb the resulting net derivatives exposure on their books.
Hypothesis 3. If the foreign currency depreciates, banks’ long derivatives positions induce
equity losses, thereby reducing the capacity to provide credit to firms (binding capital constraint).
Hypothesis 4. After the exchange rate shock, firms that rely on credit from loss-bearing banks
face reduced credit availability and contract their investment.
To empirically test these effects of foreign exchange risk migration, we exploit the UK
referendum to leave the European Union on June 23, 2016, as a quasi-natural experiment. The
Brexit referendum date was first announced by then–prime minister David Cameron in a speech
to the House of Commons on February 22, 2016. The Brexit announcement and referendum
provide an ideal setup to empirically assess theoretical predictions, as they closely resemble the
model setup. In response to the announced referendum, uncertainty about the future value of
the British pound (that is, for the period immediately after the Brexit referendum) increased
substantially, as the outcome of the referendum was not clear; after the referendum, the value of
the pound dropped substantially.
Table 1: Forecast Distribution for Post-Brexit-Referendum USD/GBP Rate

Forecasts of July 2016 rate made
before Announcement after Announcement.
(January 2016)
(April 2016)
(1)
(2)
Mean
Range (Max–Min)
Relative Range (%)

1.50
0.11
7.33

1.44
0.17
11.81

% Change
(3)
–4.00
54.55
60.98

Notes: The range of the forecast distribution is a measure of exchange rate uncertainty. Relative Range is the range
of the forecast distribution relative to its mean (in percent). The announcement of the Brexit referendum was on
February 22, 2016. Source: Consensus Economics and own calculations.

Table 1 mirrors the increase in uncertainty about the pound’s post-referendum value by
showing key Economic Consensus statistics concerning the distribution of the pound’s value
vis-à-vis the US dollar for July 2016. These forecasts were taken at two distinct points in
8

time before the actual referendum. One group is from January 2016 (that is, six-month-ahead
forecasts), and the other is from March 2016 (that is, three-month-ahead forecasts). Economic
Consensus data provide both the mean and the range of the forecast distribution, allowing us
to distinguish between the expected future exchange rate and the uncertainty about the future
exchange rate. Two observations stand out. First, the mean forecast for the USD/GBP rate to
prevail in July 2017 shifted, albeit rather mildly, indicating a depreciation of about 4 percent
between January and March. Second, and most strikingly, the distribution of the forecasts
widened substantially, as indicated by an increase in the range of individual forecasts of more
than 50 percent.
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Figure 2: GBP Pre-Brexit Uncertainty and Post-Brexit Devaluation
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Notes: Panel (a) shows the Cboe/CME FX British Pound 30-Day Volatility Index, which measures the market’s
expectation of future (30-day) currency-related volatility. Panel (b) shows the USD/GBP spot exchange rate. The
vertical dashed line indicates the Brexit referendum date of June 23, 2016. Source: Bloomberg and own calculations.

A similar picture of the pre-referendum uncertainty about the pound’s value arises from
market-based measures of future currency volatility. Figure 2, Panel (a), shows a strong increase
in the Cboe/CME FX British Pound 30-Day Volatility Index, a forward-looking measure that is
designed to capture the market’s expectation of future USD/GBP volatility. The volatility index
strongly increased in May 2016 (as the 30-day window moved closer to the referendum date of
June 23) and peaked just before the actual referendum. After the referendum, the index quickly
subsided to levels similar to those that prevailed at the beginning of 2016. This reduction in
volatility occurred despite the fact that after the British voted to leave the European Union, the
9

pound’s value fell dramatically against all major currencies. Figure 2, Panel (b), shows that the
USD/GBP rate fell about 10 percent in the days after the referendum and remained at those
levels in the period thereafter.10 Thus, the resolution of the uncertainty about the outcome of the
Brexit referendum led to a substantial decrease in exchange rate uncertainty.
We exploit these dynamics around the Brexit referendum to link our theoretical predictions to
our empirical analysis. First, we investigate firms’ use of GBP forwards in response to increased
exchange rate uncertainty (that is, the period after the announcement but before the referendum
date), and how banks supplied those derivatives and managed the resulting foreign exchange risk
migration. Second, we look at the post-Brexit-referendum period when the foreign exchange risk
materialized and banks with exposure to the pound incurred losses or gains from their derivatives
positions supplied before the referendum. In particular, we analyze differential changes in credit
supply by loss-bearing banks (versus non-loss-bearing banks) and the potential real effects for
the corporate sector.

3

Data Description

We use four key data sources in our analysis. First, and at the core of our empirical analysis, we
use detailed supervisory data on exchange rate derivatives that we obtained from the Deutsche
Bundesbank, which, in conjunction with the European Central Bank and the German Federal
Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin), is the prudential bank supervisor in Germany. More
precisely, the European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR)—the European analog to the
US Dodd-Frank Act—grants the Deutsche Bundesbank access to all derivatives trades involving
at least one party that is based in Germany. The raw data that we observe include detailed information on all foreign exchange derivatives contracts, including information on the contracting
parties, the initiation day, the contract maturity, the type of contract, the trading capacity (on the
party’s own account or agent trades), the currency traded, the notional value (expressed in both
currencies), the price (or rate), and the type of collateralization. For our analysis, we focus on
10 A

similar depreciation of the pound against the euro is shown in Appendix Figure A2, which also confirms that
while the pound lost value, other major currency pairs remained stable after the Brexit referendum. Later, in early
October of 2016, the pound depreciated further in response to Prime Minister Theresa May’s announcement that
the United Kingdom would begin the formal Brexit negotiation by the end of March 2016.
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the most liquid and most economically relevant foreign exchange derivatives market and restrict
the data to forward contracts, which, together with foreign exchange swaps, are by far the most
frequently used foreign exchange derivatives contracts (forwards and swaps account for about
93 percent of all foreign exchange derivatives contracts in our sample).11 Given the focus of our
research question, we devote our attention to all forward transactions that involve the British
pound (henceforth GBP derivatives); that is, we look at both forward sales and purchases of the
pound—those contracts that are primarily used for hedging purposes.
Second, we use proprietary data on the external positions of banks (AUSTA - Auslandsstatus).
These reports are maintained by the Deutsche Bundesbank and provide, for each bank in
Germany, comprehensive information on all non-euro-denominated claims and liabilities (those
held domestically and those held abroad) at the currency level in each month (stock at the
end of each month). In addition, the reports include information on the maturity and on the
sector (interbank, retail, or affiliated offices) that are related to the liability or asset position,
respectively (Gomolka et al. 2020a). This data set is important for our analysis because it allows
us to take stock of banks’ foreign-currency-denominated assets and liabilities. Moreover, this
information allows us to study whether banks fully intermediate the foreign exchange risk in
which they engage when meeting firms’ foreign exchange risk management demand (which is
the main question this paper explores). In particular, on-balance-sheet exposure, in combination
with derivatives (off-balance-sheet) exposure, allows us to comprehensively assess the overall
currency exposure of each bank. We scale these exposure measures by bank-level balance sheet
information (BISTA), notably total assets and equity, which is maintained by the Bundesbank
(Gomolka et al. 2020b).
Third, we have access to the supervisory credit register from the Deutsche Bundesbank
(Credit Register of Loans of EUR 1 Million or More). Banks are required to report, at a quarterly
frequency, all exposures with individual borrowers whose overall credit exposure equals EUR
1 million or more. Note that lending to small and medium-sized firms is not fully covered by
this data set. However, the credit register is estimated to cover around 70 percent of the total
11 However, foreign exchange swaps are funding instruments and not used by firms for hedging purposes. Hedging
instruments other than forwards, including options, which account for roughly 7 percent of all foreign exchange
derivatives contracts in our sample, are of only marginal relevance. Also, in terms of notional values, the forward
turnover is about 25 times larger than that of options.
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credit volume in Germany. The credit register provides information at the borrower level on
the value of committed loans that are outstanding for each bank in each quarter. Similar to the
AUSTA data and the derivatives data, the information is at the bank level, as opposed to the bank
holding company level. Moreover, the credit register identifies each borrower’s industry code
and country of residency.12
Fourth, we use Bureau van Dijk’s Orbis data on firms’ annual financial information. This
data set provides multiple variables, including the number of employees, investment, and
total assets.13 We also use several other data sources, including Orbis, Bundesbank internal
supervisory information, Capital IQ, and hand-collected information, to merge and combine the
economic sector of each firm in our data sets.14

4

Empirical Results

4.1

Foreign Exchange Risk Management and Migration

4.1.1

Firms’ Response to the Announcement of the Brexit Referendum

Based on our model’s predictions, we conjecture that the increased uncertainty about the British
pound’s value after the Brexit referendum led to a surge in demand for GBP forward contracts
by (nonbank) firms to hedge against pound exposure.15 Consistent with this conjecture, Figure
3 shows an increase in the weekly gross notional values of the British pound sold and bought
in the forward market by nonbank businesses before the Brexit referendum in June 2016. The
weekly value of the notional contracts increased from an average of about GBP 50 billion in the
12 The

credit register, however, does not record the maturity, collateral, currency denomination, or interest rate
associated with the loans.
13 The matching of this data with the previous sources is done using a machine learning approach. For more
details, see (Schild et al. 2017)
14 In the credit data set, the industry information is part of banks’ supervisory reporting requirement and available
for all borrowers. The Bundesbank internal industry identifier, however, is different from those available in the
derivatives data set, for which we merge in information retrieved from Orbis, CapitalIQ, and web scraping. We then
combine industry sector information across these two data sources and map all industry classifications to a common
S&P two-digit Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS). Overall, we are able to identify the industry for 48
percent of the firms (which include some very small firms) in the derivatives data set. These firms account for 77
percent of all transactions.
15 In our model, firms’ use of forward contracts is tied to hedging purposes, that is, to prudent risk management.
In the data, we do not observe the underlying economic motive for the firms’ use of forwards. Thus, although we
believe this is rather unlikely, we cannot rule out entirely that firms may use forwards to speculate on exchange rate
movements. In any case, any use of derivatives will lead to a risk reallocation.
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pre-announcement period to a record high of about GBP 80 billion in the week of the Brexit
referendum. We find that firms increased their gross derivatives use about 23 percent after the
announcement of the referendum, on average.16 Consistent with a demand-driven increase in
hedging activity, we also find that bid-ask spreads in the forward market widened substantially in
the run-up to the Brexit referendum (Appendix Figure A3). Prices and quantities in the forward
market both comoved strongly with the GBP uncertainty measure (Appendix Table A1). In fact,
when the exchange rate uncertainty subsided after the Brexit referendum, the forward market
turnover and bid-ask spreads reverted to levels observed before the referendum announcement.
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Figure 3: Aggregate Gross and Net Nationals of Firms’ GBP Forward Contracts
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2016w27

Gross GBP Notional

2016w40

2017w1

Net (Short) GBP Notional

Notes: This figure shows the weekly total notional value of gross (solid line) and net short (dashed line) GBP
derivatives positions entered by nonbank firms. The sample includes all contracts between (nonbank) firms and
German banks. The vertical line indicates the Brexit referendum on June 23, 2016. Source: Supervisory transactionlevel derivatives available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) and own calculations.

Figure 3 also shows that in the period before the referendum date, the (nonbank) firm sector
increased its short and long exposure in aggregate by about the same magnitude, as net short
positions are stable and close to zero. However, this aggregate view masks important variation
in net hedging demand across firms, in particular, across industries. These heterogeneous
16 See

Appendix Table A1. Given the general short-term nature of the forward market, most of the increase
in hedging activity occurred just a couple of weeks before the actual Brexit referendum date. Appendix Table
A2 shows summary statistics of firms’ GBP forwards use both before and after the referendum was announced,
confirming increased hedging activity (larger notional values, more contracts) and a slight maturity extension as the
referendum date approached.
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demand shifts, which we take as given, may result from heterogeneity in GBP exposures due to
differences in net exports, foreign sales, or the degree of vertical specialization across countries.
Therefore, in Figure 4, we plot, by industry, the monthly cumulative net (short) positions
entered before the referendum date. (We plot the data at the monthly frequency instead of the
weekly frequency to comply with confidentiality agreements with the data provider.) Given our
focus on post-Brexit exposure, we consider only contracts that matured after the referendum date;
that is, contracts that were used to hedge post-Brexit GBP exposure. We normalize, by industry,
the cumulative net exposure and express it as a percentage of the cumulative gross notional value
at the referendum date. The figure reveals a large and growing heterogeneity in net exposure
across industries. At the referendum date, firms with particularly large relative net exposure,
including consumer discretionary (46.54 percent), communication services (32.12 percent), and
information technology (27.03 percent), had the largest net short exposure. Banks that acted
as counterparties to these sectors thus had a net long exposure that—if not hedged—triggered
losses when the pound’s value fell. Indeed, the number of sectors that had net short exposure
was greater than the number that had net long exposure. On the other end, we find that energy
(–15.19 percent) and materials (–17.99 percent) built up relative large net long exposure before
the Brexit referendum, implying that banks that provided these contracts had net short exposure
vis-à-vis these sectors. Also, financials had relatively small net long exposure at the referendum,
while the pound value of the net long exposure was large compared with other industries. The
detailed final net position by industry at the referendum date is reported in Appendix Table A3.17
To understand how industry-level shifts in hedging demand lead to a migration of risk to
the banking sector, we next present summary statistics on bank-firm relationships in derivatives
usage, both overall and across industries. Given the over-the-counter (OTC) structure of the
derivatives market, we expect that existing trading relationships between banks and firms, which
are persistent in the short run at least, are an important transmission channel, similar to the
findings on the role of credit relationships (e.g., Petersen and Rajan 1995; Chodorow-Reich
2013). The basic idea is that if search frictions in OTC markets, potentially related to asymmetric
information problems, persist, then the existing patterns of trading relationships will determine
17 In Appendix Table A4, we show that a firm’s net hedging is significantly related to its net trade with the United
Kingdom.
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Figure 4: Cross-Industry Heterogeneity in Net Short Positions in Post-Brexit Pound Value
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Notes: This figure shows the cross-industry heterogeneous buildup of net exposure in the post-Brexit pound value.
The figure shows, by industry, monthly cumulative net (short) GBP positions, expressed as a percentage of the
total gross notional contract value at the time of the Brexit referendum. NA includes firms without an identified
industry classification. Firms are grouped into industries following the S&P two-digit Global Industry Classification
Standard (GICS). For detailed exposure values at the referendum date, see Table A3. The vertical line indicates the
Brexit referendum on June 23, 2016. The data points for 2016m6 include only contracts initiated before the Brexit
referendum. Source: Supervisory transaction-level derivatives available under European Markets Infrastructure
Regulation (EMIR) and own calculations.

the migration of risk and the scope for its intermediation through banks.
Table 2: Derivatives Market Participation and Structure by Industry

Sector
Communication Services
Consumer Discretionary
Consumer Staples
Energy
Financials
Health Care
Industrials
Information Technology
Materials
Utilities
NA

# Firms
(1)

# Banks
(2)

# Firms/# Banks
(3)

Bank Concentration
(4)

40
221
143
46
3457
103
380
139
165
57
4128

6
11
8
4
62
8
12
8
9
5
28

5.67
20.73
16.50
10.25
53.31
14.75
31.58
15.88
18.33
9.00
138.64

0.73
0.24
0.44
0.50
0.35
0.91
0.38
0.90
0.29
0.44
0.91

Notes: The table shows statistics on market participation and banking concentration. Bank Concentration is the
industry-level Herfindhal Index based on gross notional GBP derivatives values. All information refers to the
pre-Brexit-announcement period (October 10, 2015, through February 22, 2016). Firms are grouped into industries
following the S&P two-digit Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS). Source: Supervisory transaction-level
derivatives available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) and own calculations.

Table 2 shows that ex-ante derivatives trading in each industry (that is, in the period before
the Brexit announcement) is concentrated among a relatively small number of banks. In each
15

nonfinancial sector, there are 4 (energy) to 12 (industrials) banks supplying derivatives out
of a total sample of 66 banks that we consider in our main analysis. Standard measures of
within-industry banking concentration—for example, the Herfindhal Index (HHI) based on total
notional values in the pre-announcement period—confirm the relatively high concentration for
most sectors. Given the within-industry concentration of bank derivatives supply, these findings
suggest that industry shocks (industry-specific shifts in demand) will have a direct effect on the
subset of banks that serve those industries.
Across an individual bank’s derivatives book, different net GBP positions resulting from
trades with individual firms may cancel out each other (for example, if a bank provides contracts
to firms from sectors with opposite net hedging demand), thereby reducing the bank’s overall
net derivatives exposure and the resulting foreign exchange risk.18 Thus, how industry-specific
demand shocks affect a bank’s derivatives exposure, in addition to patterns of trading relationships, depends crucially on the direction and size of the shock and the relative importance of the
affected industry in the bank’s total derivatives book, as well as on the correlation of industry
shocks and the bank’s cross-industry exposure.
Table 3 reports summary statistics on the structure of banks’ GBP derivatives and credit
books. Importantly, the table shows that not only do industries concentrate their exchange rate
hedging toward select banks, but also banks concentrate their derivatives (GBP forwards) supply
toward firms from relatively few industries, as indicated by a high Herfindahl Index of industry
concentration.19 In fact, the table also shows that banks’ high industry concentration is not only
present in their derivatives books, it is also a feature of their credit books (although the mean
HHI is somewhat smaller for the credit books, with a value of 0.67 compared with 0.81 for
the derivatives books). Moreover, by merging firms in the credit and derivatives data, we also
find a high correlation (mean of 0.82) between the industry shares in a bank’s derivatives book
(based on gross notional shares) and its credit book (based on committed exposure shares). Thus,
18 In this paper, we focus on the direct exposure to foreign exchange risk by means of the described risk
migration. Indirect exposure may exist when, for instance, a bank maintains a lending relationship with a firm
whose business is tied to exchange rate volatility but chooses to leave the risk unhedged. We discuss the role of
banks’ on-balance-sheet exposure below.
19 We measure industry concentration in the derivatives client portfolio based on total notional value in the
pre-announcement period. That being said, concentration measures based on short and long positions are highly
correlated.
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banks specialize in serving clients in the same industries in both their credit and derivatives
businesses, suggesting that the derivatives-book concentration is part of a broader business
model and—at least in the short run—given for a bank.20 As a result of the high industry
concentration, when a bank faces a skewed client demand for, say, long contracts due to its
ex-ante industry concentration, it may find that this demand for long contracts is not cancelled
out by a corresponding increase in demand for short contracts from other industries. In such a
case, the bank faces a demand shift for net GBP positions, leading to a migration of risk that
may not be fully intermediated across the bank’s entire derivatives book. In this case, the foreign
exchange risk is absorbed by the bank.
Table 3: Structure of Banks’ GBP Derivatives Book and Credit Book

Mean

St. Dev.

p10

p25

p50

p75

p90

Industry Concentrations
Industry Concentration (HHI) in Derivatives Book
Industry Concentration (HHI) in Credit Book
Correlation of Industry Shares in Credit and Derivatives Books
Industry Exposure (Instrument)

0.81
0.67
0.82
0.83

0.22
0.15
0.30
4.07

0.50
0.50
0.38
–0.68

0.58
0.57
0.74
–0.01

0.95
0.66
0.96
0.00

1.00
0.77
0.99
0.08

1.00
0.87
1.00
1.32

Overlap of Derivatives Book and Credit Book
Number of Derivatives Clients that are Borrowers (%)
Notional Value with Derivatives Clients that are Borrowers (%)
Number of Borrowers that are Derivatives Clients (%)
Credit Exposure of Borrowers that are Derivatives Clients (%)

69.26
81.04
4.76
14.44

27.61
25.88
2.80
20.18

33.33
50.00
0.00
0.70

50.00
60.00
2.83
1.63

67.84
95.05
4.52
7.09

100.00
100.00
6.45
14.42

100.00
100.00
8.70
44.84

Notes: This table shows summary statistics of the credit and GBP derivatives books structure for the 66 banks in the
sample of Table 9. Each observation corresponds to one bank. Industry concentrations (HHI) and shares are based
on two-digit GICS industries and are computed for a bank’s GBP derivatives book based on gross notional values
during the pre-announcement period (October 10, 2015, through February 22, 2016), as well for the committed
exposures as of 2015:Q4 recorded in the credit register. Source: Supervisory transaction-level derivatives available
under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), German credit register, and own calculations.

Consistent with such risk migration, Figure 5 shows that individual banks’ post-Brexit
exposure to the pound in the run-up to the Brexit referendum increased, resembling crossindustry patterns. More specifically, the figure shows different percentiles of the cross-sectional
distributions of banks’ net long GBP exposure (as a percentage of book equity value) before the
Brexit referendum. (We report banks’ exposures as net long positions.) The figure highlights
20 In fact, Table 3 also shows that, on average, a bank contracts 81 percent of its gross notional value with clients
that are also borrowers in its lending portfolio, and 25 percent of all derivatives clients seek GBP derivatives and
credit from the same bank. As expected, however, the number of credit borrowers that also appear in our GBP
derivatives data is relatively small, suggesting that the majority of firms are not exposed to foreign exchange risk
directly. The value-weighted share of those borrowers with derivatives usage is considerably higher, indicating that
overall, derivatives users are larger firms.
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Figure 5: Bank Heterogeneity in Net Long Exposure to Post-Brexit GBP Value
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Notes: This figure shows the cross-sectional distribution of banks’ cumulative net long GBP derivatives positions
with maturity dates after the Brexit referendum of June 23, 2016. Net refers to the difference between exposure
from long GBP derivatives positions and short GBP derivatives positions. The vertical line indicates the Brexit
referendum on June 23, 2016. Long-dashed lines refer to the 5th and 95th percentiles, dashed lines to the 10th
and 90th percentiles, and dotted lines to the 25th and 75th percentiles. The data points for 2016m6 include only
contracts initiated before the Brexit referendum. Source: Supervisory transaction-level derivatives available under
European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) and own calculations.

sizable and growing heterogeneity in banks’ net derivatives exposure to the post-Brexit value
of the pound.21 Some banks increased their net short position (in the figure, negative values),
while other banks increased their net long position (in the figure, positive values) as the Brexit
referendum date approached. In fact, just before the Brexit referendum, about 20 percent of the
banks (those in the top and bottom 10th percentiles) had built up a net GBP derivatives exposure
that was larger than about 15 percent of their equity value (in absolute terms). On the other
hand, about 50 percent of the banks (those between the 25th and 75th percentiles) had built
up a relatively small net GBP derivatives exposure; it was less than 6 percent of their equity
(in absolute values).22 Summary statistics on banks’ (post-Brexit) net long GBP derivatives
exposure on the day of the referendum are reported in Table 4.
21 Appendix

Figure A4 shows that the German banking system, in aggregate, had a nonzero net GBP forward
position, which increased before the Brexit referendum date.
22 In Appendix Figure A5, we show that the heterogeneity in net GBP derivatives exposure is not driven by
end-of-quarter regulatory arbitrage (e.g., Du et al. 2018; Abbassi and Bräuning 2020), as we find similar patterns
when we restrict the data to forward contracts that mature after the referendum but before June 30, 2016 (that is, the
end of the quarter).
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Table 4: Bank-Level Summary Statistics

Mean

St. Dev.

p10

p25

p50

p75

p90

GBP Exposure Before Brexit Referendum
Net GBP Derivatives (% of Equity)
Net GBP Assets (% of Equity)

–10.46
15.24

49.436
45.01

–39.70
–4.18

–7.77
–0.05

–0.01
0.02

0.77
3.58

19.65
70.28

GBP Losses After Brexit Referendum
GBP Derivatives Loss (% of Equity)
GBP Total Loss (% of Equity)

–0.49
1.90

6.06
7.74

–4.52
–2.52

–0.61
–0.29

–0.00
0.00

0.11
0.38

1.71
13.53

Size and Capital
Assets (EUR billion)
Log (Assets)
Equity (% of Assets)

71.81
23.57
5.44

200.52
1.56
2.26

2.99
21.82
3.12

5.51
22.43
4.10

11.03
23.12
5.21

43.67
24.50
6.09

155.33
25.77
7.98

Notes: This table shows summary statistics for the 66 banks in the sample of Table 9. Each observation corresponds
to one bank. Balance sheet positions are as at May 2016. Net GBP Derivatives refers to a bank’s net long GBP
derivatives position. Net GBP Assets is the difference between (on-balance-sheet) GBP assets and GBP liabilities.
Derivatives exposures and losses are computed for contracts initiated during the period from the Brexit referendum
announcement on February 22, 2016, through June 23, 2016, the actual day of the referendum. Moreover, only
contracts that mature after the Brexit referendum date, that is, those that introduce exposure to the post-Brexit value
of the GBP, are considered. Derivatives losses are based on contract-level marked-to-market valuation at maturity
date. Source: Supervisory transaction-level derivatives available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation
(EMIR), banks’ external positions (AUSTA), balance sheet statistic (BISTA), and own calculations.

4.1.2

(Re)Allocation of Migrated Foreign Exchange Risk among Banks

We next study the risk migration and intermediation, as well as the resulting net derivatives
exposure, of banks in response to heterogeneous industry-level demand shifts, including the
reallocation of risk through the interbank forward market. To isolate the effects of demand shifts,
we exploit the heterogeneity in industry concentration in a bank’s derivatives book, enabling
us to exploit shifts in industry-specific hedging demand before the Brexit referendum, which
are exogenous to an individual bank, and devise an instrument for a bank’s net derivatives
position. More precisely, together with an exogenous industry-exposure differential across
banks, common industry shocks allow us to identify exogenous variation in banks’ net GBP
derivatives positions, and ultimately in the related derivatives losses, as we will show in the next
section. The idea underlying the construction of our instrument closely follows the concept of a
Bartik instrument (e.g., Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. 2018; Borusyak et al. 2018). Though initially
developed in the context of labor market research, these Bartik-type, or shift-share, instruments
have been employed increasingly in empirical macro-financial research studies (e.g., Greenstone
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et al. 2020). Formally, we compute the bank’s exposure to net short industries as

Industry Exposurei = ∑ wi,s × Industry Net Short GBP Exposures ,

(1)

s

where Industry Net Short GBP Exposures is industry s’s net short exposure to the post-Brexit
pound value computed for all contracts initiated after the announcement date and before the
referendum date and maturing after the referendum date. The predetermined weight wi,s in
our baseline measure is computed as bank i’s share in industry s’s short positions minus bank
i’s share in industry s’s long positions, both measured during the pre-announcement period.
Thus, our Bartik-like instrument measures how much the bank is exposed to industry-specific
skewed hedging demand, taking into account directional (short versus long) trading relationships
between a bank and a sector during the pre-sample period. As with our bank’s net GBP
Derivatives Exposure variable, we normalize our Bartik-like instrument with the bank’s equity
value.
Table 5: Banks’ Net GBP Position and Forward Premium by Industry Exposure

High Derivative Exposure (Bartik) to
Net Long Industry Net Short Industry
Net GBP Derivatives (% of Equity)
Forward Premium (bps)
Derivative Loss (% of Equity)

–51.97
16.50
–4.64

0.88
52.67
4.08

Notes: This table reports the mean of banks’ net long GBP position before the Brexit referendum, the mean of
banks’ value-weighted mean GBP forward premium based on all contracts that mature after the Brexit referendum,
and the post-referendum derivatives losses. Means are reported for banks with a high pre-sample exposure to
net short industries (that is, Industry Exposure>p90) and for banks with a high pre-sample exposure to net long
industries (Industry Exposure<p10). Pre-sample exposures are based on a bank’s GBP derivatives book using
gross notional values during the pre-announcement period (October 10, 2015, through February 22, 2016). Source:
Supervisory transaction-level derivatives available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR),
banks’ external positions (AUSTA), balance sheet statistic (BISTA), and own calculations.

We argue that banks, which ex-ante (before the announcement) had derivatives books
concentrated toward industries that ex-post (after the announcement) built up large net GBP
short positions, were more likely to absorb some of the foreign exchange risk and build up net
GBP long positions; that is, they went in the opposite directions of their clients and did not
fully intermediate the migrated risk. In Table 5, we report means of banks’ net GBP derivatives
exposure and prices (forward premia), conditional on high and low values of our Bartik-like
20

instrument. The results are consistent with the notion that banks with large ex-ante exposure to
net GBP short (long) industries tended to be net long (short) in the pound before the referendum
date. In addition, Table 5 reveals substantial price heterogeneity, suggesting that—in line with
our model’s prediction—forward prices adjust to make banks hold the foreign exchange risk.
In fact, banks with high exposure to net GBP short industries on average achieved higher
forward rates on their derivatives books compared with banks with exposure to net GBP long
industries.23 (Table 5 also reports post-Brexit derivatives losses, which we will discuss in the
following section.)
We next show results from regression analysis to provide more detailed evidence on the
relationship between a bank’s ex-ante industry exposure and its net GBP derivatives position
(quantities) and forward premium (prices). Our regression equation is given by

Net GBP Derivativesi = β × Industry Exposurei + Xi γ + εi ,

(2)

where Net GBP Derivatives is a bank’s net long GBP derivatives (as a percentage of equity)
position at the Brexit referendum date, that is, the exposure to the post-Brexit depreciation of the
pound. In addition to using the exposure measure, we use the forward premium as the dependent
variable. Xi is a vector of bank controls. To highlight the effects on the banks with meaningful
net GBP exposure (about 50 percent of all banks have a net exposure greater than 5 percent of
equity), we employ weighted regressions in which we use banks’ absolute net GBP exposure as
a percentage of equity as weights.
Table 6, column (1), shows that a bank’s post-Brexit net long GBP exposure is strongly
related to the pre-sample industry concentration in its derivatives book. More specifically,
the positive coefficient estimate shows that, after we control for other bank characteristics,
banks with exposure to net short (long) industries tend to be net long (short) themselves, which
resembles the unconditional summary statistics discussed above.
In addition to derivatives exposure, banks may have exposure to the pound through their
regular credit and deposit (on-balance-sheet) activity, which may naturally hedge their derivatives
23 Recall

that our forward rate is defined as pound per euro. Thus, a bank that buys pounds would prefer a higher
rate, while a bank that sells pounds would prefer a lower rate.
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Table 6: Net Long GBP Derivatives and Forward Premia at the Bank Level

Dependent Variable:
Net GBP Derivatives

Industry Exposure

Forward Premium

(1)

(2)

(3)

14.21*
(7.57)

9.79***
(3.66)

5.90*
(3.21)

Net GBP Derivatives
Net GBP Assets

Estimation
Bank Controls
Observations

OLS
Yes
66

(4)

–0.90***
(0.33)

0.09
(0.06)

0.60**
(0.26)
0.63**
(0.30)

OLS
Yes
66

OLS
Yes
66

IV
Yes
66

Notes: This table shows the impact of a bank’s ex-ante industry exposure in the derivatives market on the pre-Brexit
risk migration. Net GBP Derivatives is the bank’s net long GBP derivatives position on the day of the Brexit
referendum (as a percentage of equity). Forward Premium is the (value-weighted) mean forward premium (in
basis points) associated with the bank’s net long GBP derivatives position on the day of the Brexit referendum.
Exchange rates are defined in pounds per euro. Industry Exposure is the Bartik-like variable that interacts a bank’s
pre-sample industry shares in the GBP derivatives market with industry-level net short GBP positions at the Brexit
referendum. Net GBP Assets is the difference between the bank’s on-balance-sheet GBP assets and GBP liabilities.
Each independent variable is expressed as a percentage of equity. Bank Controls includes equity (percentage of
assets) and the logarithm of total assets. Column (4) presents instrumental variable estimates based on first-stage
results reported in column (2). Regressions are weighted with banks’ absolute values of GBP derivatives exposure.
Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Source: Supervisory
transaction-level derivatives available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), banks’ external
positions (AUSTA), balance sheet statistic (BISTA), and own calculations.

book. For example, a bank may hedge an on-balance-sheet GBP loan by selling GBP forward,
that is, by creating a matched off-balance-sheet GBP liability (short position, the promise to
deliver GBP at the forward date). However, a bank may find it profitable to meet skewed client
demand in the derivatives market and, as a result, reduce its on-balance-sheet position to keep
the overall exposure to the pound unchanged.
We therefore include in column (2) banks’ GBP net assets directly as a control variable.
The positive coefficient close to 1 shows that banks that have positive net GBP assets—an onbalance-sheet long exposure—tend to have a derivatives short exposure. Importantly, however,
the coefficient on our Bartik-like instrument remains positive, and its standard error decreases
substantially, leading to stronger (statistical) significance. Thus, conditional on a given onbalance-sheet exposure, industry-level skewed derivatives demand prior to the Brexit referendum
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affected a bank’s net derivatives position through its pre-sample client structure. Our point
estimate indicates that a 1 standard deviation increase in the industry exposure is associated with
a sizable increase in net GBP derivatives exposure of 38.3 percentage points (9.79*3.91).
In columns (3) and (4), we provide more evidence of price adjustments in the forward market
as the key mechanism through which the risk reallocation works. In particular, column (3)
shows a strong positive relationship between our Bartik-like variable and the forward premium,
indicating that banks that have a GBP derivatives book concentrated toward industries with large
net derivatives positions obtain more favorable forward premia. Recall that a bank that is net
long in the pound benefits from a higher forward premium, whereas a bank that is net short
benefits from a lower forward premium. This result is consistent with our model’s prediction
that prices increase in a way that makes banks willing to absorb the additional risk. In column
(4), we present the same results using a more structural model, where we regress the forward
premium on the bank’s net GBP exposure instrumented with our Bartik-like variable. The
results become stronger in significance and indicate that for a 1 standard deviation increase in
net long exposure, banks are remunerated with a forward premium that is 23 basis points greater
(0.63*37.86), which is quite significant economically.
The results in columns (3) and (4) are based on a (volume-weighted) mean forward rate of all
forward contracts of a given bank, including forward sales and purchases. In unreported results,
we look at buy and sell rates separately and find that while banks with large net long (short)
exposure obtain better (worse) rates compared with other banks’ forward purchases (sales), they
also pay relatively higher (lower) prices on their short (long) positions, which reduces their
overall net long (short) GBP position.
Our analysis so far documents a migration of foreign exchange risk from (nonbank) firms
to banks in the period before the Brexit referendum date that can be explained by banks’
heterogeneous ex-ante industry exposure. We show that some banks maintained a substantial
share of this migrated risk on their own books and did not intermediate it to other agents in the
economy. Our analysis also shows that, overall, banks with larger exposures were compensated
for holding the net derivatives exposure. One question that arises in this context is why banks
left these net positions unhedged when they could have turned to the interbank market for full
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Table 7: Interbank Reallocation of Foreign Exchange Risk at the Bank Level

Dependent Variable:
Net GBP Derivatives
(Nonbank)
(1)
Industry Exposure

Net GBP Derivatives
(Interbank)
(2)

10.32***
(1.73)

Net GBP Derivatives (Nonbank)

–0.87***
(0.17)

Net GBP Derivatives (Interbank)
Net GBP Assets

Estimation
Bank Controls
Observations

∆ Forward Premium
(Nonbank–Interbank)
(3)

–0.94***
(0.13)

–0.84***
(0.25)

2.85***
(0.57)
0.79**
(0.38)

3SLS
Yes
66

3SLS
Yes
66

3SLS
Yes
66

Notes: This table shows the intermediation of foreign exchange risk in the interbank market using 3SLS estimation
of the system of equations in columns (1) through (3). Net GBP Derivatives is the bank’s net long GBP derivatives
position on the day of the Brexit referendum (as a percentage of equity). Forward Premium is the (value-weighted)
mean forward premium (in basis points) associated with the bank’s net long GBP derivatives position on the day
of the Brexit referendum. Exchange rates are defined in pounds per euro. Net GBP Derivatives and Forward
Premium are computed for nonbank and bank counterparties separately. ∆Forward Premium is the spread between
the forward premium on nonbank and interbank trades, expressed as a percentage of the bank’s mean forward
premium. Industry Exposure is the Bartik-like variable that interacts a bank’s pre-sample industry shares in the GBP
derivatives market with industry-level net short GBP positions on the date of the Brexit referendum. Net GBP Assets
is the difference between the bank’s on-balance-sheet GBP assets and GBP liabilities. Each independent variable is
expressed as a percentage of equity. Bank Controls includes equity (percentage of assets) and the logarithm of total
assets. Regressions are weighted with banks’ absolute values of GBP derivatives exposure. Robust standard errors
are reported in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Source: Supervisory transaction-level derivatives
available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), banks’ external positions (AUSTA), balance
sheet statistic (BISTA), and own calculations.

risk intermediation.
To address this important question, we present, in Table 7, results of a three-stage least
squares (3SLS) estimation of the system of equations of banks’ net GBP derivatives positions,
separately vis-à-vis nonbank and bank counterparties, as well as forward premia differentials
between nonbank and interbank positions, respectively. (That is, columns [1] through [3]
are jointly estimated using industry exposure as the fundamental instrument.) In column (1),
we show that our Bartik-like industry-exposure variable is significantly related to net (long)
GBP derivatives positions vis-à-vis the nonbank sector. The results suggest that banks serving
industries with net demand for short contracts tended to build up net long GBP positions with
nonbanks before the Brexit referendum. Column (2) shows that a bank’s interbank net GBP
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positions are strongly negatively related to its net GBP position vis-à-vis nonbank counterparties
(instrumented with the industry exposure; see column [1]). The point estimate of close to, but
below, the value of 1 suggests that banks offset a large share (87 percent)—but not all—of
their nonzero net derivatives positions that had migrated from nonbank counterparties into the
interbank market.
Column (3) shows results for the spread between the (volume-weighted) forward premium
on nonbank derivatives positions versus interbank derivatives positions. If the spread widens, the
forward premium on nonbank positions increases relative to the forward premium on interbank
positions. Recalling that the exchange rate is expressed in GBP per EUR, a bank prefers a higher
forward premium on long positions and a lower forward premium on short positions. The results
from all three columns together suggest that a bank that enters a short position due to high ex-ante
(long) industry exposure (column [1]) will intermediate part of the long exposure by offsetting
short positions in the interbank market (column [2]), resulting in a higher interbank forward
premium on the short positions (relative to what is earned on the long nonbank positions),
thereby reducing the spread. In other words, we again find that the bank obtains compensation
for holding exchange risk migrated from the nonbank sector through higher spreads, whereas
hedging more of this risk in the interbank market reduces the spread. The coefficient estimate
suggests that for a 1 percentage point higher interbank (short) position—a reduction of the value
of Net GBP Derivatives (Interbank)—the spread decreases a sizable, 2.85 percent. This result is
also consistent with the notion that banks may refrain from full risk intermediation because their
marginal cost of hedging in the interbank market exceeds the expected profit from the provision
of the foreign exchange insurance to the nonbank counterparties.
While price adjustments are informative about why some banks choose not to fully intermediate the migrated exchange risk through the interbank market, we do not analyze the
fundamental reasons behind price increases that prevent a perfect risk intermediation through the
interbank market (that is, that limit the supply of interbank hedges). In other words, we show that
interbank supply is not perfectly elastic, taking the reasons as given. In this context, for example,
regulation has been shown to affect bank intermediation in foreign exchange derivatives markets
to such an extent that deviations from covered interest parity can occur (e.g., Du et al. 2018;
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Abbassi and Bräuning 2020).

4.2
4.2.1

Systemic Implications of Foreign Exchange Risk Migration
Banks’ Response to the Brexit Referendum Outcome

In the next step, we study whether migrated and imperfectly intermediated foreign exchange risk
affects banks’ credit supply once the exchange rate risk materializes (our third hypothesis). In
particular, banks that increased their net exposure to the post-Brexit value of the pound through
their derivatives book before the Brexit referendum suffered losses or gains after the Brexit
referendum depending on whether they were net short or long in the pound, which depreciated
substantially against the euro in the period immediately after the Brexit vote result became
public. For a bank that is capital constrained, such a shock may induce an equity loss resulting
from a net long position in the pound, with potential implications for its lending.
To study this relationship, we use the granularity of our data set and construct a measure
of the bank’s GBP derivatives losses based on individual forward contracts. In particular, we
compute the marked-to-market value at maturity for each contract that a bank sold or bought
between the Brexit referendum announcement and the actual referendum and that matured after
the referendum date. Formally, we calculate the bank’s GBP derivatives loss as

GBP Derivatives Lossi = −

∑

f

f

s
b
(Sm − Xi,c,t,m )Fi,c,t,m
+ (Xi,c,t,m − Sm )Fi,c,t,m
,

(3)

c6=i
m>Brexit
t<Brexit
f

where Xi,c,t,m is the agreed forward rate of a contract initiated at time t (between the Brexit
announcement and referendum date) between bank i and counterparty c that matures at time m
after the Brexit referendum. Sm is the spot rate prevailing at the maturity date. Both spot rates
are in GBP per EUR. Thus, a marked-to-market loss from a contract in which the bank buys
f

pounds forward occurs if Xi,c,t,m < Sm , that is, if the pound has depreciated at maturity relative
to the contractually agreed exchange rate. The opposite holds for contracts in which the bank
agreed to sell pounds forward. Importantly, because of the way we construct these post-Brexit
derivatives losses, they are predetermined by the exposure entered before the Brexit referendum
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date and the aggregate spot exchange rate movement after the Brexit referendum date (which is
exogenous to the bank).24 We normalize the GBP Derivatives Loss with the bank’s equity value
as of the end of May 2016. Summary statistics that characterize the distribution of losses are
shown in Table 4.
Our second measure of GBP losses takes into account marked-to-market gains (or losses)
from on-balance-sheet positions denominated in British pounds in addition to derivatives losses.
Controlling for on-balance-sheet gains and losses is important because banks with large net GBP
derivatives exposure (either short or long) could have entered those positions before the Brexit
referendum to hedge their on-balance-sheet exposure (see Table 6). Therefore, we compute

GBP Total Lossi = GBP Derivatives Lossi − ∆S × Net GBP Assetsi ,

(4)

where GBP Net Assets is the difference between the bank’s on-balance-sheet assets and liabilities
in May 2016, and ∆S is the average percentage change in the GBP spot exchange rate of about
–12 percent in the aftermath of the Brexit referendum (mean during the third quarter of 2008).
Unlike with the derivatives losses, for which we have detailed contract-level information, we
impose this marked-to-market loss for the on-balance-sheet exposures, for which we do not
observe the precise maturity date. However, because most on-balance-sheet net GBP assets are
of longer-term maturity (for example, loans), the estimated on-balance-sheet loss (and gain)
of net pound assets is likely to be unrealized. Thus, this variable builds in a forward-looking
component of losses that may occur once the book value has to be written off. As with the GBP
Derivatives Loss, we normalize GBP Total Loss with the bank’s equity value as of the end of
May 2016.
We use these two GBP loss measures in a regression framework to study the link between
realized foreign exchange risk and credit. In the first set of results, we focus on identification
of the supply effect before moving to more aggregate measures of credit, which represent
an interplay between supply and demand shocks. To isolate the supply effect, we use bankfirm-level credit exposure data, which allow us to control for concurrent demand effects. Our
24 Figure

A2 shows that while the euro appreciated relative to the pound after the Brexit referendum, the euro’s
value did not change relative to other major currencies. As a result, a bank’s losses from a GBP long exposure
could not be offset by nonzero exposure in other currencies.
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setup is similar to a standard difference-in-differences approach used in the banking literature
(Khwaja and Mian 2008). In particular, we model the percentage credit growth (difference
in logarithm of committed exposure) at the bank-firm level between 2016:Q2 and 2016:Q3.25
Our key explanatory variable is a bank’s loss resulting from its derivatives exposure to the
post-referendum GBP value, and we control for borrower fixed effects in all regressions to
account for demand heterogeneity. Thus, we compare credit growth by banks that bear different
derivatives losses to the same borrower firm (while also netting out borrower-specific time
trends). Formally, our baseline regression equation is given by

∆Crediti, j = β · GBP Derivatives Lossi + Xi γ + α j + εi, j ,

(5)

where α j is borrower j’s fixed effect, and Xi is a vector of bank-specific control variables that
include balance-sheet variables and related supervisory data. Our selection of controls is guided
by balance-check tests (Figure Appendix A6). We use both the GBP derivatives loss and the
GBP total loss (derivatives and on-balance-sheet gains/losses). Note that there is only one time
period in the regression because we are studying the difference in differences of credit growth
between 2016:Q2 and 2016:Q3. Our inference is based on robust standard errors clustered at the
bank level.
In our core results, we instrument a bank’s foreign exchange derivatives loss with the
exposure measure based on the bank’s ex-ante (that is, pre-Brexit-announcement) industry
shares and cross-industry variation in net post-Brexit positions. Instrumenting our derivatives
loss variables alleviates concerns that our derivatives-loss measure could correlate with losses
from other lines of business (credit, securities trading, etc.) that could lead to a reduction in loan
supply (e.g., Abbassi et al. 2016). We already showed that our Bartik-like industry-exposure
measure is strongly positively correlated with the bank’s net exposure. In Figure 6, we present
a bin-scatter plot that illustrates the close relationship between banks’ industry exposure and
post-Brexit GBP derivatives losses ( that is, a weighted sum of exposures).
25 The

exposure in 2016:Q2 was only marginally affected by the outcome of the Brexit referendum on June 23,
2016, given that in Q2 there were only five business days after the referendum. While in principle there is still a
chance that the 2016:Q2 credit exposure was affected by the referendum outcome, we find very similar results if we
look at the change in credit between 2016:Q1 and 2016:Q3.
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Figure 6: Scatter of GBP Derivatives Losses against Industry Exposure
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Notes: This figure shows a bin scatter of post-Brexit derivatives losses against the industry exposure (instrument).
Both variables are orthogonalized against the variables in our baseline specification in Table 8, column (2). Each
scatter dot refers to a group of (at least) three banks, hence the 20 quantiles. Source: Supervisory transactionlevel derivatives available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), banks’ external positions
(AUSTA), balance sheet statistic (BISTA), German credit register, and own calculations.

Table 8 presents the estimation results. Results presented in column (1) are based on least
squares estimates and suggest that a 1 percentage point increase in losses (relative to equity)
from the foreign exchange derivatives business translates into a significant, one-third of a
percentage point reduction of credit. To isolate the effect of foreign exchange derivatives losses
on credit supply, we run extensive balance-check tests for a large set of bank characteristics,
which are reported in Figure A6. Based on the results, we include bank size, equity, and the
on-balance-sheet net exposure to GBP assets in all regressions. The last control is important
because banks with large GBP derivatives exposure could have entered those positions before
the Brexit referendum to hedge their on-balance-sheet exposure (see Table 6). In addition, we
control for the (gross notional) value share contracted with UK-based counterparties, and, in a
similar spirit, the value share of credit committed to UK borrowers.
Columns (2) through (4) present results from instrumental variable (IV) regressions in which
the derivatives loss is instrumented with the Bartik-type industry exposure. Compared with our
OLS estimate of –0.28, we find a larger coefficient (in absolute value), with a point estimate
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Table 8: Credit-Growth Regressions at the Bank-Firm Level

Dep. Variable: Credit Growth

GBP Derivatives Loss

(1)

(2)

–0.28*
(0.16)

–0.73**
(0.31)

GBP Total Loss

(3)

(4)

–0.74**
(0.33)

–1.64***
(0.64)
0.24*
(0.14)

IV
Yes
Yes
59,829

IV
Yes
Yes
59,829

GBP Total Loss * Equity
Net GBP Assets

–0.04**
(0.02)

–0.05**
(0.02)

Estimation
Bank Controls
Borrower Fixed Effects
Observations

OLS
Yes
Yes
59,829

IV
Yes
Yes
59,829

Notes: This table shows the post-Brexit referendum credit growth at the bank-firm level depending on a bank’s
GBP derivatives losses and its equity ratio. The dependent variable Credit Growth is a bank’s percentage change in
credit outstanding to a given borrower between 2016:Q2 and 2016:Q3. The independent variable GBP Derivatives
Loss is the marked-to-market loss in the post-Brexit period from a bank’s GBP derivatives positions entered before
the Brexit referendum (as a percentage of equity). The independent variable GBP Total Loss adjusts the value
of GBP Derivatives Loss by the estimated marked-to-market gain/loss from on-balance-sheet GBP exposure (as
a percentage of equity). GBP Net Assets is the difference between the bank’s on-balance-sheet GBP assets and
liabilities (as a percentage of equity). Bank Controls includes the equity-to-assets ratio, the logarithm of total assets,
the share of gross notional GBP derivatives with UK-based counterparties during the pre-announcement period,
and the share of credit committed to UK borrowers. All balance sheet variables are predetermined using May 2016
values. In column (4), all control variables are also interacted with the equity-to-assets ratio, but coefficients are
not reported in the table. Robust standard errors are clustered at the bank level and reported in parentheses. ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Source: Supervisory transaction-level derivatives available under European Markets
Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), banks’ external positions (AUSTA), balance sheet statistic (BISTA), German
credit register, and own calculations.

of –0.73, which is significant at the 5 percent level. We include the same set of controls as in
column (1) to improve efficiency. Analysis of the first-stage results supports the validity of our
IV approach. For example, we can reject the hypothesis of under-identification at the 5 percent
significance level with a cluster-robust Kleinbergen-Paap test statistic of 3.598 and a positive
first-stage coefficient on our Bartik-like variable that is significant at the 5 percent level. The
relationship between derivatives losses and our instrument is shown graphically in Figure 6.
In column (3), we use our second measure of a bank’s losses from derivatives trading, which
directly adjusts for estimated losses/gains from a bank’s on-balance-sheet positions, instead of
including the on-balance-sheet net position as a control. Using this adjusted derivatives-loss
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measure, our coefficient estimate remains quantitatively almost identical to our estimate in
column (3), which is consistent with our Bartik-like variable identifying exogenous variation in
derivatives losses (that is, derivatives losses uncorrelated with other bank characteristics, such as
a bank’s GBP credit book). The point estimate indicates that an increase in net derivatives losses
(relative to equity) of 1 percentage point leads to a 0.74 percent cutback in credit.26
Our baseline results from columns (1) through (3) establish a link between GBP forward
losses and credit supply for the average bank in our sample. The economic channel hypothesized
in our model section builds on the bank’s equity capital as the binding constraint, such that a
loss from derivatives trading, which affects a bank’s equity capital, leads to a reduction in credit.
Our previous coefficient estimates measure the effect of forward losses on credit for the average
capitalized bank in the sample. (Table 4 shows that the average bank in our sample has an equity
ratio of about 5.5 percent.) In that sense, our results are in line with our theoretical framework, in
which under a capital-constraint assumption, a derivatives loss leads to a contraction in credit.27
It is noteworthy that our estimated effect of bank equity on credit is smaller than 1, suggesting
an elasticity that is smaller than 1. This result is consistent with the findings in the banking
literature (e.g., Berger and Bouwman 2009; Öztekin and Flannery 2012) that suggest a smooth
adjustment in credit in response to an equity shortfall relative to the bank’s optimal level, which
is based on both regulatory and internal risk management considerations and thus typically
higher than the regulatory minimum.28
In column (4), we provide further evidence on the specific economic channel by looking
at heterogeneous effects that depend on the level of the capital ratio. In particular, we interact
the derivatives-loss variable with bank equity to determine whether the contraction in credit
in response to derivatives losses is stronger for low-equity banks.29 (For completeness, we
also interact the control variables with bank equity; but to avoid cluttering, we do not report
the coefficients.) The positive coefficient on the interaction term shows that, indeed, ex-ante
26 We obtain a significant coefficient of –0.65 if we estimate column (3) without borrower fixed effects, confirming
the exogeneity of our instrument with respect to observed and unobserved borrower-specific characteristics.
27 Measuring the tightness of a bank’s capital constraint is not straightforward, as both regulatory and internal
(risk management) considerations could affect a bank’s latent optimal capital level. We follow the standard approach
and use the cross section of book equity as a proxy for the relative tightness of capital constraints.
28 In unreported analysis, we find no further differential effect depending on the size of the GBP derivatives loss.
29 We use our Bartik-like variable and the interaction term of our Bartik-like variable with the equity ratio as
instruments in the first stage.
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low-equity banks (measured as of May 2016, that is, before the actual referendum date) cut
back credit more strongly in response to derivatives losses compared with ex-ante higher-equity
banks. As noted in the previous discussion, low-equity banks are supposedly closer to the
regulatory minimum capital ratio, and as a result, regulatory constraints become more important
when the shock materializes, thus hampering banks’ ability to adjust credit more smoothly.30
In economic terms, we estimate that the cutback in credit is about 0.2 percent stronger when a
bank has a 1 percentage point lower equity ratio. This effect is significant at the 10 percent level
and is robust to controlling for borrower fixed effects. Thus, the coefficients are identified, as
before, by comparing changes in credit by different banks to the same firm in the same quarter,
depending on variation in derivatives losses and equity ratios (and netting out borrower-specific
time trends).
In the Appendix, we provide further evidence on the validity of our identification strategy
and analyze the persistence of the identified credit effect resulting from GBP losses after the
Brexit referendum. In particular, Figure A7 reports coefficient estimates on our key variable
(GBP Derivatives Loss) while conducting our analysis on changes in (log) credit relative to the
pre-Brexit quarter at different points in time as our dependent variable: Crediti, j,t − Crediti, j,0 ,
with t = −2, .., 2, and t = 0, the pre-Brexit quarter, 2016:Q2 (while before we focused on
regressions with t = 1). The results show that credit growth before the Brexit referendum in
2016:Q2 was not significantly different for banks that experienced GBP losses in the aftermath
of the Brexit referendum. Thus, we cannot reject the important parallel trends assumption
required in any type of difference-in-differences study, thereby supporting the validity of our
identification approach. Moreover, Appendix Figure A7 also shows that the negative impact on
credit lasts for one quarter and is not distinguishable from zero after two quarters.

4.2.2

Implications for Firm-Level Credit and Real Effects

Next, we assess the implications of the effect of foreign exchange risk migration for the real
economy. In particular, we examine whether the identified bank credit supply shock has an
overall impact on firm-level credit. This is important because firms could potentially substitute
30 Consistent

with the leverage ratio being the binding constraint, we do not find evidence that high-derivativesloss banks with low Tier-1 (risk-weighted) capital ratios adjusted credit more after Brexit.
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a lack of credit availability from one bank with an increase in borrowing from another bank.
To estimate the credit effects at the firm level, we look at the total firm-level credit growth
(percentage change in exposure by all creditors) between 2016:Q2 and 2016:Q3. We relate this
firm-level credit growth to an indicator variable that takes the value of 1 whenever the firm had a
substantial credit reliance on a bank with derivatives losses before the Brexit referendum, and 0
otherwise.31 That is, we compute for each firm j the variable
GBP-Loss-Bank Reliance j = ∑ wi, j · 1(GBP Total Lossi > 0),

(6)

i

where wi, j = Crediti, j / ∑i Crediti, j , with Crediti, j being the 2016:Q2 credit with bank i. We
weight the loss dummy 1(GBP Total Lossi > 0) from a firm’s different creditors to account for
the possibility that effects are less strong if a bank with large losses is not important to a given
firm. However, our results do not depend on the weighting and are robust to other firm-level
measures of exposure to loss-realizing banks (including a continuous measure).
Banks in Germany with GBP derivatives losses provide credit to a large share of firms. For
example, in 2016:Q2, we observe 83,784 firms (or 18.88 percent of all firms) with outstanding
credit from loss-realizing banks. Moreover, firms’ borrowing from those banks accounts for
50.5 percent of all outstanding bank credit in our sample. Given the importance of loss-realizing
banks, we expect that the credit shock has an impact on firm credit; that is, the firm is not able
to substitute the experienced cutback in credit. Before we move to more detailed regression
analysis, at a high level, Figure 7 plots firms’ credit growth by creditor type to convey a sense of
the unconditional pattern. In the figure, we distinguish between firms that borrow from at least
one bank with GBP derivatives losses (solid line) and firms that borrow from no banks with
GBP derivatives losses (dashed line, both based on 2016:Q2 credit exposure). The figure shows
that for both bank types, credit growth declined after the Brexit referendum until 2016:Q4.32
However, in the quarter after the Brexit referendum, the credit growth of firms borrowing from
31 The

notion of credit dependence is in line with the well-established presence of persistent banking relationships
and switching frictions in credit markets, which, in turn, are often related to asymmetric information problems; see
the discussion and literature references in Petersen and Rajan (1995) and Chodorow-Reich (2013).
32 As discussed, other factors, including demand shifts, could have contributed to the overall contraction in credit
after the referendum. Our focus in the figure and regression analysis is on the identification of cross-sectional
differences in credit growth related to GBP losses.
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Figure 7: Firm-Level Credit Growth by Bank Type
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Firms unrelated to GBP-Loss Banks

Notes: The figure shows the unconditional mean credit growth (in percent) at the firm level for firms with and
without ex-ante loans from GBP-loss banks. The vertical dashed line indicates 2016:Q2, when the Brexit referendum
happened. Both series are normalized to take the value of 0 in 2016:Q2 and are based on a constant sample of
firms that we observe in each quarter. Source: Supervisory transaction-level derivatives available under European
Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), banks’ external positions (AUSTA), balance sheet statistic (BISTA),
German credit register, and own calculations.

GBP-loss-realizing banks dropped twice as much compared with the credit growth of firms
without exposure to loss-realizing banks.
To measure the effects at the firm level more formally, we run the following baseline
regression:
∆Credit j = β · GBP-Loss-Bank Reliance j + αC + αI + ε j ,

(7)

where αC and αI are firm-country and firm-industry fixed effects, respectively. We compute
robust standard errors clustered at the industry level.
Table 9 shows the results of the firm-level credit regressions. Column (1) shows that after
the Brexit referendum, total firm credit declined about 1.9 percent, but the reduction was about
32 percent larger for firms with an ex-ante exclusive reliance on banks with derivatives losses.
Column (2) shows that this result holds after we control for industry fixed effects. Thus, it is
not the case that firms with a large reliance on high-derivatives-loss banks are concentrated
in certain industries or countries that in general had a decline in credit. In columns (3) and
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Table 9: Credit-Growth Regressions at the Firm Level

Dependent Variable: Bank Credit

GBP-Loss-Bank Reliance
Constant

Industry FE
Observations

All
(1)

All
(2)

German
(3)

No GBP Users
(4)

Nonfinancial
(5)

–0.76**
(0.32)
–1.99***
(0.50)

–0.63**
(0.27)

–0.81**
(0.36)

–0.66**
(0.27)

–0.74***
(0.20)

No
371,270

Yes
351,245

Yes
310,426

Yes
349,212

Yes
258,008

Notes: This table shows the post-Brexit referendum bank credit growth at the firm level depending on a firm’s credit
dependence on a bank with GBP derivatives losses. The dependent variable Bank Credit is a firm’s percentage
change in credit outstanding between 2016:Q2 and 2016:Q3 as observed in the credit register. The independent
variable Past Derivative-Loss-Bank Reliance is the 2016:Q2 exposure-weighted sum of creditors of the firm that
incurred GBP net derivatives losses post-Brexit (see equation [6]). The sample in columns (3), (4), and (5) is
restricted to German firms, firms without GBP forward usage, and nonfinancial firms, respectively. Robust standard
errors clustered at the industry level are reported in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Source:
Supervisory transaction-level derivatives available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR),
banks’ external positions (AUSTA), balance sheet statistic (BISTA), Bureau van Dijk’s Orbis, and own calculations.

(4), we show that the credit contraction also influenced firms that were not directly affected
by the Brexit referendum: German firms and firms for which we do not observe any foreign
exchange derivatives use in the full derivatives data set (which we use as a proxy for firms
with no exposure to foreign exchange risk). We make this distinction to examine whether
loss-realizing banks also reduced their lending to firms with no direct exposure to the pound to
begin with. Importantly, for these firms, we also find a substantial reduction in credit, suggesting
that the GBP-loss-realizing banks did not discriminate across their borrowers when adjusting
their lending portfolio in response to this shock. Results presented in column (5) confirm that
the larger credit-supply reduction by loss-realizing banks also affected nonfinancial firms and is
thus likely to have had an immediate effect on real economic outcome variables.
In light of these strong and robust results, we next ask whether the cutback in credit leads
to real effects at the firm level. To study the real effects, we focus on a subset of German
nonfinancial firms for which we were able to obtain balance sheet and income statement data. In
Table 10, we use different firm-level statistics to investigate these real effects for German firms.
Our data are available at an annual frequency, and thus we estimate effects as a change between
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Table 10: Real-Effects Regressions at the Firm Level

Dependent Variable:
Bank Credit
(1)

Total Credit
(2)

Total Assets
(3)

Investment
(4)

GBP-Loss-Bank Reliance

–1.97**
(0.88)

–1.34**
(0.54)

–0.87**
(0.40)

–2.60**
(1.09)

Firm Controls
Industry Fixed Effects
Observations

Yes
Yes
14,028

Yes
Yes
14,181

Yes
Yes
14,045

Yes
Yes
14,195

Notes: This table shows real effects at the firm level depending on a firm’s credit dependence on a bank with
GBP derivatives losses. The dependent variable Bank Credit is the log difference in outstanding debt from the
German credit register. Total Credit is the log difference in total outstanding debt from all sources, including debt
recorded in the credit register and other sources such as non-German banks and bond markets. Total Assets is the
log difference in total assets. Investment is the log difference in property, plant, and equipment (fixed tangible
assets). All log differences refer to 2015 over 2016 changes using annual data, and coefficients are multiplied by
100. The independent variable GBP-Loss-Bank Reliance is the 2016:Q2 exposure-weighted sum of creditors of the
firms that incurred GBP net derivatives losses post-Brexit (see equation [6]). Firm Controls include lagged values of
employment, leverage (debt-to-assets ratio), and net current liabilities (as a percent of assets). The sample includes
German nonfinancial firms with available information. Robust standard errors clustered at the industry level are
reported in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Source: Supervisory transaction-level derivatives
available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), banks’ external positions (AUSTA), balance
sheet statistic (BISTA), Bureau van Dijk’s Orbis, and own calculations.

2015 and 2016. First, in column (1), we replicate our main result from Table 9 for our subset of
firms for which we have the relevant information. The result continues to hold and increases in
absolute value. Given that the results in Table 9 are based on exposures reported in the German
credit register data set, in column (2), we also verify that overall debt growth, which takes into
account other sources of debt financing, declines more when the main lenders are facing GBP
losses. Although the point estimate on the more comprehensive debt measure is somewhat
smaller (in absolute value), the significant negative coefficient shows that affected firms were
not able to substitute their lost borrowing with increased funding from other banks—such as
foreign banks, which are not captured in the credit register—or with the issuance of debt to the
marketplace, which is rather uncommon, given the bank-dominated German economy.
In column (3), we show that total-asset growth is significantly smaller for firms with reliance
on derivative-loss-realizing banks. Thus, firms with reliance on loss-bearing banks shrink the
overall size of their business operations. Finally, in column (4), we show that investment, as
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measured by the growth rate in plant, property, and equipment, declines particularly strongly for
banks with a relationship to loss-realizing banks. Figure A8 shows the total decline in investment
after the Brexit referendum using aggregate data on all private investments in Germany. Our
firm-level results suggest that the drop in aggregate private investment is, at least in part, driven
by the channel outlined in this paper. In unreported results, we also find a statistically weak
decline in cash holdings, but we do not find evidence on employment effects, potentially due
to strong employment protection laws in Germany, which render adjustments in the workforce
very difficult and costly.
Table 11: Real-Effects Regressions for Small vs. Large Firms

Dependent Variable:
Total Credit

Investment

Large Firms
(1)

Small Firms
(2)

Large Firms
(3)

Small Firms
(4)

GBP-Loss-Bank Reliance

–0.77*
(0.42)

–2.71**
(1.19)

–1.13
(0.94)

–5.62***
(1.54)

Firm Controls
Industry Fixed Effects
Observations

Yes
Yes
9,853

Yes
Yes
4,328

Yes
Yes
9,864

Yes
Yes
4,331

Notes: This table shows heterogeneous real effects at the firm level depending on the size of the firm. Total
Credit is the log difference in total outstanding debt from all sources, including debt recorded in the credit register,
borrowing from non-German banks, and borrowing from bond markets. Investment is the log difference in property,
plant, and equipment (fixed tangible assets). All log differences refer to 2015 over 2016 changes using annual
data, and coefficients are multiplied by 100. The independent variable GBP-Loss-Bank Reliance is the 2016:Q2
exposure-weighted sum of a firm’s creditors that incurred GBP net derivatives losses post-Brexit (see equation [6]).
Firm Controls include lagged values of cash holdings, employment, total assets, fixed assets, and fixed tangible
assets. Small Firms are defined as firms with fewer employees than the lower tercile of the cross-firm distribution
in 2015; Large Firms are firms in the two upper terciles. The sample includes German nonfinancial firms with
available income statements and balance sheet information. Robust standard errors clustered at the industry level
are reported in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Source: Supervisory transaction-level derivatives
available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), banks’ external positions (AUSTA), balance
sheet statistic (BISTA), Bureau van Dijk’s Orbis, and own calculations.

Further, we examine additional heterogeneity in the transmission to the real economy. In
particular, we assess the extent to which the effects are more pronounced for firms that face a
higher cost of switching to other sources of funding after their relationship (bank) lender faces
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losses from GBP exposure.33 Following the financial frictions literature that places special
emphasis on smaller firms (e.g., Gertler and Gilchrist 1994), which may be more vulnerable to
credit shocks due to lower transparency, we estimate differential effects on credit and investment
depending on firm size.
Table 11 shows results that are similar to those of previous regressions, but now they are for
large firms and smaller firms. Small firms are defined as having fewer employees than those in
the bottom tercile of the cross-sectional distribution in 2015; all other firms are grouped into the
category of large firms. Our results show that credit and investment effects are concentrated in
smaller firms, for which we estimate substantially larger coefficients. In particular, the effect on
total credit is more than three times larger (in absolute value) for small firms compared with
large firms. For investment, the effect on small firms is five times larger (in absolute value)
than it is on large firms, for which we still find a negative, although not significant, effect. The
differential investment effect for small versus large firms is also highly statistically significant.
These effects are identified within industry; that is, we compare the investment and credit growth
of two small firms in the same industry with different exposures to GBP-loss-bearing banks.
The finding that banking relationships matter more for smaller borrowers is in line with
friction in credit markets being rooted in asymmetric information problems and is consistent with
previous empirical evidence (e.g., Chodorow-Reich 2013). Finally, our finding that real effects
are concentrated on small firms is not only relevant for isolating the economic transmission
channel, it also has important macroeconomic implications, given that small and medium-sized
enterprises are often characterized as the backbone of the German economy, accounting for
about 55 percent of the country’s economic output and employing about 60 percent of all workers
in 2015 (Institut für Mittelstandsforschung).

33 Those

alternative sources may include other unaffected banks, either German or foreign, or bond markets,
although Germany has a bank-based financial system with only a few very large firms accessing market-based
sources of debt financing.
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5

Conclusion

The market for foreign exchange risk protection is one of the largest financial markets available
today. Firms that are active in international product and factor markets use the forward market
to hedge their risk exposure, thereby transferring the foreign exchange risk to banks that are
central dealers in this market. We identify this risk migration from firms to the banking sector
and the real effects on the German economy in the context of the Brexit referendum in 2016. In
particular, our findings show that foreign exchange risk that migrates to the banking sector and
is not fully intermediated can be transformed into real effects to the broader economy through
adjustments in bank credit supply and related contraction in firms’ investment.
Our results have important implications for macroeconomic and financial models that focus
on the transmission of exchange rate shocks to the economy. In particular, we show that balance
sheet effects of exchange rate shocks are transmitted not only through firms that have exchange
rate exposure through international product or factor markets, but also through the banking sector,
if firms hedge the risk exposure by using financial derivatives and the banking sector does not
fully intermediate the risk to other agents in the economy. Such a migration then has the potential
to sizably amplify shocks of systemic scope, which, if ignored in international macroeconomic
models, could lead to incomplete views of the effects of exchange rate movements.
Our results also have important macroprudential implications. First, and most directly, when
designing regulatory foreign exchange risk charges for banks, policymakers should take into
account the financial stability effects documented in this paper, in particular, spillovers to banks’
credit books. Second, and more broadly, while we do not address normative questions in this
paper, our findings suggest that discussions about the optimal reallocation of foreign exchange
risk in the economy (who should be holding the risks) should consider the transmission channels
through the banking system.
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A

Theoretical Framework

We study the effects of foreign exchange risk migration in a two-period model. In period 0, a
representative firm can hedge part of its foreign exchange exposure by trading forward contracts
with a representative bank. In period 1, derivatives contracts clear, the loan market opens, and
investment takes place.
The fundamental source of uncertainty in the model is the value of the period-1 foreign
exchange rate. To focus on the role of uncertainty in a setup that is as simple as possible, we
assume the spot exchange rate in period 1 has a two-point distribution with equal probability:

S=



 1+δ

with prob. p = 0.5


 1−δ

with prob. 1 − p = 0.5,

(8)

where 0 < δ < 1. Thus, with 0.5 probability the foreign currency depreciates or appreciates by
100δ percent. The mean future spot rate is normalized to ES = 1, and our sole focus is on the
standard deviation δ that characterizes the exchange rate uncertainty.
Throughout the model exposition, all exchange rates are expressed in units of domestic
currency per unit of foreign currency; that is, S = 1.5 means that a unit of foreign currency buys
1.5 units of domestic currency.

A.1

Firm

We consider a simple model in the spirit of Froot et al. (1993). The key feature that generates
hedging demand in response to an increase in uncertainty is the concavity of the firm’s profit
function. The firm has an initial endowment with a value that is subject to foreign exchange
risk. In particular, the endowment w0 > 0 is denominated in foreign currency and must be
converted into domestic currency before it can be invested in the domestic production process.
This endowment is, for example, a result of foreign revenues from existing production and sales.
For simplicity, we abstract from wealth already held in domestic currency.
Production takes place in period 1 and is funded entirely through investment made in local
currency. Thus, so that it can invest, the firm wants to convert the initial endowment held in
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foreign currency into domestic currency. Foreign exchange risk introduces uncertainty about
the investment value funded with equity. In period 0, the firm therefore decides to hedge a
share h ∈ (0, 1) of the initial wealth by buying domestic currency of value X f hw0 in the forward
market, where X f is the forward exchange rate (expressed in domestic currency per foreign
currency), which the firm takes as given. The remaining, unhedged share (1 − h) of wealth is
converted at the period-1 spot rate S. Thus, in period 1, the firm has a total equity value of


w = hX f + (1 − h)S w0 ,

(9)

which is available for investment in production. From a period-0 perspective, if not all exposure
is hedged, h = 1, then w is random. We focus on the case in which the forward exchange rate
trades at a discount (X f < 1), that is, in expectation, hedging, reducing the period-1 wealth.
Moreover, hedging is associated with a convex position cost, which we assume to be a quadratic
form (hw0 )2 . This cost is a shortcut for modeling fees or margin requirements imposed by the
dealer bank.
In addition to the amount of hedging, the firm decides on the value of debt L to hold, creating
a total amount invested of I = w + L. Borrowing funds in the loan market is associated with an
interest rate r, which the firm takes as given. The firm decides on the amount of leverage in
period 1 after the foreign exchange risk materializes; thus, external funding enables the firm to
smooth out investment in light of exchange-rate and related equity-funding uncertainty. Finally,
the firm uses a concave (decreasing returns-to-scale) production technology, which we assume
for analytical tractability to be of a logarithmic form, y = θ log(I), where y is total production
output sold at a unit price normalized to 1, and θ > 0 is a scale parameter.
We solve the model backward by first determining the optimal amount of leverage in period
1 for a given value of w, and then deriving the optimal hedging decision in period 0 given the
optimal leverage value.
The firm’s optimal leverage decision in period 1 is given by

max θ log (w + L) − (1 + r)L,
{L}
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(10)

and the optimal amount of leverage is given by

Ld =

θ
− w,
1+r

(11)

where θ > (1 + r)w is assumed to hold for all w > 0. Thus, the optimal leverage is a function of
the firm’s equity funds, which are random if h < 1. In particular, if w decreases due to unhedged
currency exposure and a depreciation of the foreign currency, the firm wants to borrow more to
maintain investment at the optimal level. Moreover, from equation (11) we find
∂ Ld
< 0;
∂r

(12)

that is, the firm wants to reduce borrowing as the interest rate increases and obtaining external
financing becomes more costly.
Moving to period 0, the loan interest rate r is a random variable that depends on the exchange
rate movements in period 1, with values given by

r=



 rH

if S = 1 + δ


 rL

if S = 1 − δ,

(13)

where the superscript H (L) indicates the interest rate in the regime where S is high (low). In
period 0, the firm thus maximizes expected profits by choosing the hedging ratio subject to the
optimal leverage decision:




d
d
2
max E θ log w + L − (1 + r)L − (hw0 )
{h}

(14)

θ
− w(h)
1+r

(15)

w = (hX f + (1 − h)S)w0 ,

(16)

s.t. Ld =

where the expectation is taken with respect to the period-1 exchange rate. The solution to the
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problem leads to the firm’s demand function for forward contracts:
1
F d = (−rH (δ − X f + 1) + rL (δ + X f − 1) + 2X f − 2,
4

(17)

which is upward sloping in X f (that is, downward sloping in the price of domestic currency
1/X f ):
∂ Fd
1 1
= + (rH + rL ) > 0.
f
∂X
2 4

(18)

Thus, the firm wants to sell more foreign currency forward contracts if the forward exchange
rate is more favorable for the firm; that is, if the firm obtains more domestic currency per unit of
foreign currency. Similarly, we can show that

∂ Fd
∂ rH

=

∂ Fd
∂ rL

= − 41 (1 − δ − X f ) > 0 if 1 − X f < δ;

that is, provided the exchange rate uncertainty δ is high enough relative to the forward discount,
the firm wants to hedge more as the interest rate increases to reduce fluctuations in domesticcurrency wealth and the associated need to access the loan market for costly external funding.
Moreover, we can further derive the partial derivative with respect to the exchange rate
uncertainty parameter δ,
1
∂ Fd
= (rL − rH ) > 0,
∂δ
4

(19)

if rL > rH . Thus, the firm’s demand for forward contracts shifts up as the exchange rate
uncertainty increases if the interest rate is higher in the regime where the domestic currency
appreciates. The reason is that, due to the concavity of the firm’s production function, large
downward fluctuations in the exchange rate imply a disproportionate output and associated profit
loss. The firm wants to avoid this risk and hedge more as the uncertainty increases.
It is important to highlight that, for simplicity, we focus only on foreign exchange risk
in equity-funded investment. More generally, we also could build foreign exchange risk into
the firm’s profits through other channels, for example, through foreign revenues (for example,
exporters), input cost more generally (for example, importers), or the cost of foreign-currency
debt. Also, note that we focus on hedging demand in one direction (forward sale of foreign
currency), which may be viewed as a (for example, sectoral) net demand for short contracts.
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A.2

Bank

The firm’s counterparty in the loan and derivatives market is a representative bank that provides
credit and foreign exchange derivatives services. In period 1, the loan market opens, and the
bank chooses to issue loans of value L funded through deposits D and fixed equity capital K.
Loans yield a gross return of 1 + r, which the bank takes as given, while collecting deposits is
associated with a convex cost c(D). These costs can be interpreted as adjustment costs to the
depository base or balance sheet costs.
The bank also provides foreign exchange forward contracts of total notional value F at a
forward rate X f . More precisely, F is the amount of foreign currency that in period 0, the bank
agrees to buy in period 1. Providing these derivatives services may be associated with a convex
cost c(F). To meet its obligations in the forward market at period 1, the bank delivers domestic
currency out of initial wealth and converts the foreign currency received at the future spot rate S.
We can think of the value F as the bank’s net position in foreign exchange derivatives trading.
For example, while we do not model this explicitly, the bank could engage in an interdealer
market to hedge part of the foreign exchange risk resulting from firm (client) trades. Any
nonzero net derivatives position exposes the bank to exchange rate risk, which materializes in
period 1 and leads to either capital losses or gains.34
The bank’s lending is subject to a capital constraint, which requires a share α of the loan
portfolio to be funded with equity capital. A capital constraint is a standard assumption in the
banking literature (e.g., Ivashina et al. 2015) and is most naturally interpreted as a regulatory
capital constraint, but it could also be due to internal risk management requirements. (In
principle, we could add the requirement that net currency exposure needs to be funded partly
with equity, but we abstract from this channel for simplicity.) We assume that in equilibrium, the
capital constraint is binding, which means that the bank foregoes some positive net-present-value
projects. In addition, a fixed equity capital means that raising equity is prohibitively (infinitely)
costly in the short run. Given the binding capital constraint in period 1, when capital gains or
34 We do not consider potential regulatory charges for nonzero net derivatives positions. For simplicity, we
also assume the bank has no on-balance-sheet exposure to the foreign currency. In our empirical analysis, we
comprehensively control for any such on-balance-sheet exposure.
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losses from foreign exchange derivatives trading have been realized, the loan supply is given by

Ls =

K − (X f − S)F
,
α

(20)

where K > (X f − S)F is assumed to hold. Thus, due to the binding capital constraint, the loan
supply in period 1 is inelastic, as it does not directly depend on r.
In period 0, the bank chooses the value of forward contracts it purchases to maximize
expected profits while taking the prices in the loan and derivatives market as given:


max E (1 + r)Ls − c(D) − (X f − S)F
{L}

s.t. Ls = D + K

(21)
(22)

K = αLs − (X f − S)F.

(23)

To obtain an analytically tractable solution for the optimal forward provision, we assume a
quadratic cost functions for lending and forwards of the form c1 (L)2 and c2 (F)2 , respectively,
with scaling parameters c1 , c2 > 0. Substituting out D and L, we can then derive the bank’s
derivatives supply function:

Fs =

α(2α + (1 + δ)rH + (1 − δ)rL + 2) − 4c1 K
α(2α + rH + rL + 2) + 4c1 K f
−
X . (24)
4 (α2 c2 + c1 (δ2 + (X f − 1)2 ))
4 (α2 c2 + c1 (δ2 + (X f − 1)2 ))

While the expression is lengthy, it is easy to show that the bank’s derivatives supply is decreasing
in X f :
∂ Fs
α(2α + rH + rL + 2) + 4c1 K
=
−
< 0.
∂X f
4 (α2 c2 + c1 (δ2 + (X f − 1)2 ))

(25)

In other words, when the forward rate increases, that is, becomes more unfavorable for the bank,
the bank wants to reduce its derivatives exposure.

A.3

Equilibrium

We can derive the equilibrium prices in the derivatives and loan markets by equating demand and
supply in the forward and loan markets. Equilibrium in the loan market is state dependent on the
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exchange rate realization in period 1. Overall, equilibrium is characterized by a vector (X f , r(S))
such that F s = F d and Ls (S) = Ld (S) for all S. Figure A1 illustrates the qualitative impact of an
increase in the exchange rate uncertainty δ on credit- and derivatives-market outcomes. The
figure illustrates the qualitative features of the equilibrium for the following parameterization:
θ = 1.12, α = 0.1, K = 1, w0 = 0.05, c1 = 0.48, c2 = 0.

Panel (a) shows that the total hedging activity increases as uncertainty rises. The increased
derivatives use leads to price pressure that increases the forward discount, as panel (b) shows.
This forward discount makes the bank willing to risk foreign exchange exposure in order to
receive an expected higher return from derivatives trades while potentially bearing a loss in its
credit business in a state of the world where the foreign currency depreciates. Panels (c) through
(f) of Figure A1 show the credit market outcomes for the high and low realization of the spot
rate. With a high S, that is, an appreciation of the foreign currency, the interest rate falls and
loan volume increases. This is a result of the bank’s capital gains from its derivatives market
leading to an increased loan supply. On the other hand, if S falls, the bank incurs losses on its
derivatives exposure to the foreign currency, and credit contracts and loan rates increase.
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Figure A1: Exchange Rate Uncertainty and Derivatives and Credit Market Equilibrium
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Notes: The figure shows the qualitative impact of changes in foreign exchange uncertainty (δ ∈ (0, 1)) on derivatives
and credit market outcomes. Panels (a) and (b) show the forward market equilibrium, panels (c) and (d) show the
credit market equilibrium if the foreign currency depreciates (low S), and panels (e) and (f) show the credit market
equilibrium if the foreign currency appreciates (high S). The figure shows normalized equilibrium quantities that
take values between 0 and 1.
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Figure A2: Key Foreign Exchange Rates around Brexit Referendum
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Notes: Value of foreign currencies against the euro around Brexit referendum. Source: Bloomberg and own
calculations.
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Figure A3: Bid-Ask Spread in Pound-Euro Forward Market
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Notes: Bid-ask spread on three-month EUR/GBP forward contracts. Source: Bloomberg and own calculations.
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Figure A4: German Banking System Net Long GBP Contracts
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Notes: This figure shows the net notional value of GBP sold forward by banks. "Net" refers to GBP sold forward
minus GBP bought forward. The first vertical line indicates the announcement of the Brexit referendum in week 8 of
2016. The second vertical line indicates the Brexit referendum in week 26 of 2016. Source: Supervisory transactionlevel derivatives available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) and own calculations.
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Figure A5: Net (Long) GBP Derivatives Exposure across Banks
(c) On and off balance sheet
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Notes: The three subfigures are similar to those in Figure 5. Panel (a) reports exposure that excludes contracts that mature past the regulatory reporting date of June 30, 2016.
Panel (b) shows on-balance-sheet net GBP assets. Panel (c) shows combined on-balance-sheet net GBP assets and net long GBP derivatives exposure. Source: Supervisory
transaction-level derivativesavailable under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) and own calculations.
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Figure A6: Balance Tests
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Notes: Covariate balance test of banks’ balance sheet information for credit regression in Table 8. Source: Banks’
external positions (AUSTA), balance sheet statistic (BISTA), and own calculations.
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Figure A7: Pre-Trend and Persistence of Credit Effect
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Notes: Baseline effect for different time periods. The regression follows that of Table 8, column (1), but the
dependent variable is given by Log Crediti, j,t − Log Crediti, j,0 , with t = −2, .., 2, and t = 0, the pre-Brexit quarter,
2016:Q2 . Whiskers indicate 95 percent confidence bounds. Source: Supervisory transaction-level derivatives
available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), banks’ external positions (AUSTA), balance
sheet statistic (BISTA), German credit register, and own calculations.
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Figure A8: Aggregate Investment
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Notes: Year-over-year investment growth around Brexit. Source: European Central Bank’s statistical data warehouse
and own calculations
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Table A1: Exchange-Rate Uncertainty and Firms’ GBP Forward Usage

Panel A: Data Collapsed by Pre-/Post-Announcement

Post-Announcement
Constant

Observations

Firm Entry (0/1)
(1)

Log(Total Notional)
(2)

Net Sell (% Tot. Not.)
(3)

0.3498***
(0.006)
0.6502***
(0.006)

0.2262***
(0.038)
1.4074***
(0.036)

–0.0156
(0.011)
0.0838***
(0.008)

11,894

12,537

12,537

Derivative Usage (0/1)
(1)

Log(Total Notional)
(2)

Net Sell (% Tot. Not.)
(3)

0.0066**
(0.003)
0.1440***
(0.007)

0.0892*
(0.046)
0.6086***
(0.123)

0.0155
(0.013)
–0.0124
(0.035)

216,750

34,823

34,823

Panel B: Weekly Data with VIX Uncertainty Measure

Log(GBP Volatility Index)
Constant

Observations

Notes: The table shows firms’ forward usage in response to increased uncertainty. In Panel a, the data are
collapsed into a pre-Brexit-announcement period (October 10, 2015, through February 22, 2016) and post-Brexitannouncement period (February 23, 2016, through June 23, 2016); thus, for each firm, there are two observations.
Panel b is at the weekly frequency (each observation is a firm-week) and uses the (lagged) GBP volatility index
as an uncertainty measure. The dependent variable Firm Entry is a dummy variable equal to 1 if a firm is a new
derivatives user after the announcement, and 0o otherwise (sample conditioned on firms with derivatives usage in
the post-announcement period). Derivatives Usage is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm uses derivatives in a
given week, and 0 otherwise. Total Notional is the notional value (in GBP million) of total forward contracts sold
and bought. Net Sell is the difference between the notional values of contracts sold and contracts bought. Robust
standard errors are clustered at the firm level and shown in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Source:
Supervisory transaction-level derivatives available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR),
banks’ external positions (AUSTA), balance sheet statistic (BISTA), Bloomberg, and own calculations.
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Table A2: Firm-Level Summary Statistics on GBP Forward Usage

Panel A: Firm sells GBP forward
Pre-Announcement Period
Total Notional (GBP Mio)
Number of Contracts
Average Maturity (Days)
Post-Announcement Period
Total Notional (GBP Mio)
Number of Contracts
Average Maturity (Days)

Mean

St. Dev.

p10

p25

p75

p90

Obs.

103.12
15.25
48.04

702.19
71.38
66.69

0.08
1
3

0.50
1
8.60

24.61
6
57

125.67
20
99.14

5,773
5,773
5,769

106.52
16.00
51.79

748.71
75.23
65.81

0.11
1
4

0.63
1
12

27.33
8
64

142.10
23
113

5,112
5,112
5,102

Mean

St. Dev.

p10

p25

p75

p90

Obs.

101.81
15.04
40.01

667.06
68.50
60.10

0.10
1
3

0.53
1
6.32

26.46
7
48

126.61
21
89

5,337
5,337
5,334

114.02
16.63
42.78

778.68
74.83
64.09

0.13
1
3

0.70
1
7

30.91
8
50.67

155.69
23
95.60

4,746
4,746
4,745

Panel B: Firm buys GBP forward
Pre-Announcement Period
Total Notional (GBP Mio)
Number of Contracts
Average Maturity (Days)
Post-Announcement Period
Total Notional (GBP Mio)
Number of Contracts
Average Maturity (Days)

Notes: The table shows summary statistics of firms GBP forward usages broken down by sell and buy, and by two
periods: the period before the Brexit referendum was announced (from October 10, 2015, through February 22,
2016) and the period between the announcement date and the actual referendum date of June 23, 2016. Source:
Supervisory transaction-level derivatives available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR),
banks’ external positions (AUSTA), balance sheet statistic (BISTA), and own calculations.
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Table A3: Industry-Level GBP Hedging and Exposure at Brexit Announcement

Communication Services
Consumer Discretionary
Consumer Staples
Energy
Financials
Health Care
Industrials
Information Technology
Materials
Utilities
NA

Net Short (GBP billion)

Net Short (% Gross Notional)

0.48
11.64
0.93
–0.19
–17.60
0.55
1.38
0.57
–0.77
0.92
2.09

32.12
46.54
19.78
–15.19
–1.79
7.31
10.81
27.03
–17.99
5.42
1.82

Notes: The table shows, by industry, the net short GBP exposure on the day of the Brexit referendum. Firms
are grouped into industries following the S&P Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS). Source: Supervisory transaction-level derivatives available under European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) and own
calculations.
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Table A4: GBP Hedging and Net Trade with United Kingdom

Net Short at Brexit Referendum
(1)
(2)
Net Imports from U.K.

Observations
R-squared
Country FE
Industry FE

0.3740*
(0.193)

0.3382*
(0.167)

290
0.079
Yes
Yes

457
0.069
Yes
Yes

Notes: The table shows the relationship between a firm’s net GBP short position at the Brexit referendum date and
the net imports to the United Kingdom in 2015. Net imports are measured as industry-level net imports. Column
(1) is based on trades in goods, while column (2) is based on trade in goods and services. Robust standard errors are
clustered at the industry level and shown in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Source: UN Comtrade
database and own calculations.
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